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POULTRY EXPERIMENTS. 
JAMES DRYDEN. 
This bulletin reports experiments extending over several 
years on the following subjects: 
I. The egg-type in hens. 
2. Breeding to increase egg yield. 
3. Cost and profit of egg production. 
4. Weight and cost of food eaten. 
5. The value of exercise for the laying hen. 
6. The relative value of different breeds. 
7. The most profitable age of the hen. 
8. The relative value of different forms of animal food. 
9. The value of fat in poultry foods. 
10. Feeding color into the egg. 
I I. Incubator experiments. 
12. Tests of evaporation of eggs during incubation. 
13. Tests of carbonic acid gas in incubators and under hens. 
14· Action of carbonic acid gas on egg shells. 
15. Growing ducklings. 
16. Fattening turkeys: 
Pen. 
I. 
2. 
3· 
in box. 
ARRANGEMENT OF PENS. 
1900- 1 . 
Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets; grain fed in box. 
Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets; grain fed in straw. 
Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets; night feed of grain 
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4. Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets ; grain in straw~ mash 
fed at night. 
S. Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets; grain fed in box. 
6. R ose comb Brown Leghorn pullets; night feed of grain 
in box. 
2 0. Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets ; grain fed in straw, 
mash fed at night. 
I I. Barred P lymouth Rock pullets. 
I4. White Plymouth Rock pullets. 
IS . White Plymouth Rock pullets. 
I6. White W yandotte pullets. 
I7: \ i\Thite W yandotte pullets. 
I8. White W yandotte pullets. 
I90I - 2 . 
1. Rose comb Brown L eghorn hens (5.) 
2 . Rose comb Brown L eghorn pullets. 
3. Rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets. 
4. White W yandotte pullets, fed fresh cut bones. 
S. White W yandotte pullets, fed animal meal. 
6. White W yandotte pullets, fed milk albumen. 
7. White W yandotte pullets, fed fresh cut bones. 
8. Barred Plymouth Rock pl1llets, fed grain in straw. 
9. Light Brahma pullets. 
I I. Barred Plymouth Rock hens, same hens as.in pen previ-
GUS year. 
I2. Barred P lymouth Rock pullets, fed grain in box. 
I3. White Plymouth Rock pullets, fed grain in box. 
I4. White P.lymouth Rock pullets, fed grain in straw. 
I5. White Plymouth Rock hens. 
I6. White W yandotte hens. . 
I7. White W yandotte hens. 
I9. Single comb White Leghorn pullets. 
20. Rose comb Brown 'Leghorn hens. 
23. I Brown Leghorn, I White W yandotte, I White Ply-
mouth Rock. No exercise. 
I902-3· 
2. White W yandotte pullets bred from selected layers~ 
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THE BUILDING. 
The bui.lding in which these experiments were conducted 
is 125 x 10 feet. It is six ;feet high at the eaves and eight feet high 
at the comb. An alley two and a half feet wide runs the length 
. of the building on t~e north side. The house faces the south. 
Half of the building-that enclosing pens I to 10 inclusive-is 
built of two thicknesses of boards and two of building paper. On 
the outside of 2 x 4 studding, tarred paper was first nailed, and 
then rustic. On the inside of studs, boards were first nailed and on 
top of that Neponset Red Rope paper. The other half of the 
building, pens I I to 20 inclusive, has two thicknesses of boards 
and one of paper, the tarred paper being left out. The whole 
house, except 20 feet in the center, which is used for other pur-
poses, is divided into pens 5 x 7 feet. The partitions are of wire 
netting . A window with two lights, each 10 x 20, opens into each 
pen. Attached to each pen is an outside run· 5 x 40 feet. The 
fowls were never outside of this yard during the year. 
I :-THE "EGG TYPE." 
There are poultrymen who claim that there is an egg type in 
fowls. They say that they can pick out the good layers as well as 
the poor layers in a flock. The claim is based on the theory that 
there are certain peculiarities of form or shape which indicate 
.good .laying qualities, such as long body, wedge-shape, broad and 
<leep in rear, small head, etc. 
In our experiments we have found hens with long as well as 
short bodies that were indifferent layers ; we have had good layers 
with short bodies as well as long bodies. The best record among 
the White W yandottes was made by a hen with a large head; the 
best made by a Barred Plymouth Rock was made by a hen with a 
small head. So far as our tests are concerned the theory that the 
shape of the hen is an index to her laying qualities doesn't hold 
good. Whatever the merits of the con.troversy, the facts are that 
there have been poultry and poultrymen for centuries, and yet in 
every flock there are hens that will lay from nothing to probably 
200 eggs a year each. 
As a contribution to the study of egg type in hens a number 
of photographs are given of individual hens whose records ac-
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company this ~eport. These photographs were taken from a side 
view so as to show the shape of the body to best advantage. In 
most cases the photograph gives a typical view of the hen; in some 
cases, however, the hen is standing in a somewhat unnatural posi-
tion. 
Of the Brown Leghorn l~ens, 129 an,d 131, the former in 
shape conforms more to the egg type than the latter. In length 
of body there is very little difference noticeable in the two hens; 
both being comparatively short in body. No. 129 has the wedge-
shape, while No. 131 is lacking in that respect. No. 129 is a trifle 
heavier than 131, is more "masculine," and has spurs. These 
two hens are of the same breed, same age, have been kept together 
each year, and have been fed the same ration. They were apparent-
ly both equally vigorous and healthy. It is noticed that Hen 131 
has a longer taii than 129, but from a study of the illustrations of 
other hens this would not appear to be indicative of good laying 
qualities or the reverse. Hen 71, with a record of 202 eggs, is 
built more on the order of 129 than 131, having the somewhat 
masculine appearance characteristic of 129. Hen 70 also carries 
herself a good deal like 129, but she has a record of only 56 eggs, 
Hen 74 is an active, business-looking hen, but she made the in-
.. different record of II7 eggs. H en 72 is a rather low-set, blocky 
bird, with a record of 201. Hen 26 is a daughter of 71, and has a 
record of 220 eggs, exceeding the record of her dam by 18 eggs. 
In appearance there is a striking resemblance between the two. 
Hen 5, shown in a rather squatty attitude, is a trifle smaller than 
26, but has about the same shape. 
It is of interest here to call to mind a statement of a writer 
in the last United States census report that, "it has been discovered 
that there are 600 embryo eggs in the ovary of a ' hen. It has been 
further ascertained that two-thirds of this number can be secured 
in the first two years of the hen's life, provided suitable measures 
are employed." Hen No. 131 has already exceeded this limit, 
having laid 568 eggs the first three years, and to date, July 31, 
of the fourth year, she had laid a total of 670 eggs and was still 
laying, having till November 1st to complete her fourth year. 
Brown Leghorn hen No. 152 has also exceeded the 600 limit, 
having laid to date of July 31, 1904, 628 eggs, with prospects of 
laying considerably more. 
As to the other statement that two-thirds of 600 eggs may 
be se~ured in the first two years, or 400 eggs; in our experiments 
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Hen o. 131 is the only one that has reached it, having laid 442 , 
in the first two years . Furthermore, no records have been , re-
ported from other stations of 400 eggs in two years. 
Barred Plymouth Rock hens Nos. lI8, 120 and 124 were of 
like age and fed in the same pen. They laid 145, 144 and 212 
respectively the first year, and 40, 116, and 181 the second year, 
No. 124 lacking seven eggs of making 400 the first two .years. 
No. 124 has the wedge-shape; is medium long in body, rather long 
in neck, with small head. This hen laid a small egg. 
Wyandotte hens Nos. 101, 102 and 103 were of like age and 
fed together in the same pen. Little difference is noted in shape. 
Hen 101, however, showed a more active disposition; No. IO! . 
laid 216; 102,93; and 103, 87 the first year. No. 101 is in her fifth 
year and is laying fairly well; the other two died at the end of 
their second year. During the first year they appeared to be all 
equally healthy and vigor0us. No. 101 has a comb that would dis-
qualify her in the show room, but in other respects she is a good 
specimen of a Wyandotte. Hen No. 193, though hatched as .late 
as May 29th, laid 18 eggs in December and had laid 203 before the 
end of October. She was found dead one Inorning in her pen 
with an egg, which she had evidently just laid, lying beside her. 
The egg had a rough shell and was clotted with blood. She ap-
peared to be in vigorous health up to the day she died and a post 
mortem indicated that she would have laid many more eggs before 
the end of the year had she lived. This was a fine her!, from the 
standpoint of beauty as well as utility. Her eggs were rather small 
and a high percentage of those incubated were infertile. Her photo-
graph shows her of a somewhat angular, blocky type. Her mates, 
194, 195 and 192, laid respectively 169, 190, and 139 eggs; No. 
192 being a White Wyandotte-Brown Leghorn cross pullet. A · 
good view is given of 195, though she is stretching her neck out 
of proportion. This hen has a good Wyandotte shape, is blocky 
and somewhat deep in body. She lays a large brown egg and the 
percentage of fertility is high. She is the dam of five pullets that 
averaged 190 eggs each. 
Wyandotte pullets Nos. 188, 189, 190, and 191 were from 
.stock that were represented to have been "bred-to-Iay." Their 
records were-I88, 104; 189, 190; 190, 207, and 191, 159 eggs 
the first year. The best layer was the smallest hen; she , ·also 
laid the largest egg. Her eggs weighed I.7 pounds per dozen the 
first year and 1.96 the second. The shell was very porous and few 
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of the eggs that were set hatched. No. 189 laid fine brown eggs 
of average size, with a good percentage of them fertile. This hen 
would probably h~ve laid more eggs had she not suffered from 
crop impaction which stopped her laying about a month. . 
No. 188 conformed pretty much to the egg type theory in shape 
~o. 189 is a blocky hen of good Wyandotte shape. No. 190 was a 
-::riHe under size, deep in rear, and a fairly good Wyando~te in 
~hape. No. 191 is a larger hen than any of the others, stands 
righer and is more lengthy in body and neck. 
Wyandottes Nos. 14, 23, 30 and 48 averaged 201 eggs each, 
which is the best record made by any pen of any breed at this 
station. They were from "bred-to-Iay" stock. Nos. 14 and 23 
were from Hen No. 184 which was represented by the original 
owner to be from 200-egg stock. No. 30 was from hen 191 and 
48 was a cross-bred pullet. She represents the third generation 
of a White Wyandotte-rose comb Brown Leghorn cross, the pul-
lets each year being mated to a Wyandotte male. To all appear-
ances most of the Leghorn had been bred out of her. The tail 
still indicates something of the Leghorn, being longer than the 
typical Wyandotte tail. The shape of body is fairly representative 
of the Wyandotte and the plumage is white throughout. The 
white in the earlobe had disappeared. She still has traces of the 
nervous, active disposition of the Leghorn. The egg would pass 
in size for a Wyandotte egg, and in color is about half way be-
tween a white and a brown. This hen was mated to a Wyandotte 
male of an unknown pedigree and produced hens 304 and 313'. 
The illustration of 304 shows a fairly representative Wyandotte. 
The Leghorn tail has almost disappeared, and altogether she would 
pass muster as a representative specimen of the White Wyandotte 
breed. Hen No. 14 made the second best record of any of our 
W yandottes, having laid 220 eggs. This hen was medium long in 
body for a Wyandotte. Her sister, No. 23, ha~ a typical Wyan-
dotte shape, a trifle shorter in body than No. 14 but is more pro-
nounced in wedge-shape and depth in rear. No. 30 is a 200-egg 
hen and yet possesses a blocky ~dy. As a Wyandotte she is un-
der size. These four pullets, 14, 23, 30, and 48, were from the 
same sire, a male reputed to have been from 200-egg stock. 
The illustrations of White Plymouth Rocks include two 200-
egg hens, namely 47, and 20I. No. 47 laid 209 eggs and 182, 201, 
but on acount of the eggs of the latter being very large in size 
she laid a greater weight than 47. 
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Of the White, Leghorns Hen No. 10 is rather long in body 
and a trifle heavier than the others. This hen laid a heavier egg 
than her mates, 9, 83, and 87. No. 84 lacked in vigor and acti-
vity, and on this account a good record was not expected. NO.9 
i the dam of 361 that has laid more eggs in one year than any 
other hen in our tests, exceeding the record of Brown Leghorn 
hen 131 by one egg. Hen No. 10 is the dam of 170, 245, 193, 268 
and 343, all of which showed good laying capacity. No. 193 gave 
evidence at the beginning of the year of leading the others, but 
died in May with a record of 107 eggs to date. The illustration 
of Hen 170 shows the long body of her dam. The sire of Hens 36r 
and 170 is shown in upper right hand corner of illustration. The 
same male is sire of cockerel in left hand corner, and the dam of 
cockerel is H en 10. 
OPINIONS AS TO EGG TYPE. 
In view of the great variation in layers, the question as to 
whether there is an egg-type, in other words, whether there is any 
pecu,liarity of shape or form indicating good laying qualities, b'e-
comes very important. If the good layers can be picked out of a 
flock by reason of some characteristic shape or form, the question 
of imp~ovement becomes a simple matter. 
With a view to testing the theory held by many that there is 
such an egg-type, a number of the photographs reproduced here-
with 0'£ good and poor layers were sent to a number of poultry 
breeders and judges of long experience in the United States, with 
a request that they pick out the good and poor layers in certain 
groups and give their reasons for the selections. Some of these 
gentlemen had often expressed publjcly their belief in the egg--
type theory. It may be, as some of the gentlemen protested, hard 
to decide the question from photographs, but a side-view photo-
graph should show if the hen has a long body and a wedge-shape, 
the two points most relied upon by those who say that they can 
pick out the good layers. But it should be conceded that the photo-
g raph does not offer the same opportunity for a critical study as 
the hen herself would. 
The replies received, though they do not seem to offer much 
support to the theory, are of interest and value, and a number of 
them wi.ll be included here, where the reason for the decision is 
given. 
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Group A. which included Wyandotte pullets 101, 102 and 
r03, were rated as follows by one gentleman: "I am undecided 
among these three. No. 101 appears like a hen that had laid well. 
Think I would select No. 103, however. I would say that No. 102 
was a fair.1y good layer, but poorest of the three." Another writer, 
ed answered as follows: "No. 124 laid the most. No. 118 ran to 
'Of eggs . . No. 101 laid the largest number which brought her down 
;in flesh." 
Group B. comprised Barred Plymouth Rocks 124 and 118. The 
:gentleman first quoted above said of this group: "No. 124 is my 
,choice. While not of good Barred Rock shape, she is wedge-
shaped and wide between the legs." The second gentleman quot-
'ed answered as follows: "No. 124 laid the most. No. 118 run to 
flesh, but if kept in lighter weight should have laid the greatest 
weight." 
Group C. White Leghorn pullets 9, 10, 83, 84, and 87. The 
writer quoted first, whom we yvill call A. said: "No. 87 seems to 
me to have the best shape for a layer. Her body is decidedly 
wedge-shaped and deep in rear. Would select No. 84 as 
poorest. She seel'!1S narrow between the legs and in body." The 
second writer who may be called B. said of this group: "10 and 9 
were good layers of large eggs. No. 84 is so out of all normal 
shape as not to be considered, yet she may have laid as many as 
either. If No. 87 laid the most in number they were the smallest. 
No. 83 is so fat that I think she laid the ,least number." 
Group D. was composed of Wyandottes 14, 23, 30, 48, 101-
the last in her second or third year. The others were photo-
graphed in their pullet year. Writer A. says of these: "I would 
select No. 23 as the best, with 48 next. Would select 30 as 
poorest. 23 is best in rear, but 48 has best front part according to 
my notion." ,Writer B. said: "I judge these to be all hens and 
23 and 101 should be the best, though as a rule 14 is made for a 
great layer. No. 48 being defective in crop may have cut down 
her egg yield. If 23 and 30 are both pullets. 23 laid the largest 
number of eggs." 
Group F. Composed of White Plymouth Rocks r82, 178,47, 177, 
212 and 180. The latter two are not shown in illustrations. 
Writer A. said of this group: "Best No. 47. I select .her because 
of her long body and great depth in rear. Poorest No. 182; too 
narrow and shallow in the rear." Writer B. said: 212 laid the 
greatest weight and 177 the largest number." 
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Group G. was composed of Wyandottes 193, 194 and 195. 
Writer A. says: "Best 195. She has a~ alert appearance, without 
seeming nervous. She seems very wide between the legs. Am in 
. doubt between 193 and 194, but would select 193 as poorest 
if picking a pen." Writer B. says: "If 194 is a pullet (she is) 
she laid the largest number. If all are hens (they are all pullets) 
103 laid the greatest weight of eggs." 
Group H. R,. C. Brown Leghorn hens 129 and I3I. The ans-
wer of writer A. has been mislaid, ' but he was undecided between 
the two. Writer B. says: "129 -laid the larger number; she does 
not stand natural, but her abdomen indicates a good layer. If she 
is a crowing hen she is one of the poor ones." 
Group E. White Wyan.10tte pullets ' 188, 189, 190 and I9I. · 
Writer A. says of this group: "Best No. 188; wide between the 
legs with broad deep body through hips. Poorest No. 190; seems 
narrow in body." Writer B. says: "190 and 191 were the layers 
of the greatest number. No. 188 carried too much flesh to be thf! 
banner hen. No. 189 is an all round good hen. I see no reason why 
she is not above ISO eggs." 
Writer B. in summing up his answers says: "Nos. lI8, 182, 
47, 188 and 131 were surely among the poor layers; yet for all 
that one may have been among the best. If .No. lI8 was photo-
graphed in the first week I would place her as a good one." 
By referring to tables Nos. I to 5 inclusive giving the egg 
record of each hen, or to the records given under photographs, it 
will be seen how near the gentlemen were right. As the answers 
from other gentlemen were not accompanied by reasons for their 
decisions and as they didn't show any greater accuracy than those 
quoted it is not thought that it would serve any particular purpose 
in including them here. The w~ights of eggs of each hen will be 
found in table No.6. 
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2 :-BREEDING TO INCREASE EGG YIELD. 
During the past several years a record of number of eggs laid 
has been kept for a large number of individual hens. To tell 
which hen laid the egg, a trap nest, illustrated on page ............ was 
used. The object in keeping this record was, first, to ascertain what 
if any variation there is in egg-laying capacity of individual hens ; 
and, second, to determine whether the hen transmits her laying 
qualities to the offspring. 
VARIATION IN LAYERs.-The records show a remarkable vari-
ation in layers of the same breed. With White W yandottes the 
range was from nothing to 226 eggs. during the year. See record 
of hen 96, table No.2, showing no eggs .laid during the year ; 
hen 237 laid 226 eggs; see table NO.2. Among the White Wyan-
. dotte hens tested to date of this report there have been ten that 
laid 200 eggs or more each during the year.. Of the Brown Leg-
horns the poorest record was 3 eggs and the best 241, and seven 
exceeded 200 eggs each. Out of the comparatively few White 
Leghorns tested there were three that passed the 200-egg mark, 
and one that stopped short at 199. The poorest record was 9 eggs 
and the best 242. Among the Barred Plymouth Rocks we have 
been able to find only one 200-egger, hen No. 124 laying 212. 
Among the White Plymouth Rocks there were two that laid over 
200· eggs. 
There were four cases--all of them Brown Leghorns--in which 
the second year record exceeded the first. The rule, however, is 
'fewer eggs the second year than the first. It is noted that the 
hen that lays the most eggs the first year generally retains the 
distinction the second. When a hen lays few eggs the first year, 
it is not, according to our records, because she is laying .uP for the 
second year; in other words., it is not true that a hen that lays few 
eggs the first year makes good the second. 
The best two-year record was made by hen 131, Brown Leg-
horn. This hen laid 201 eggs the first year and 241 the second, or 
442 eggs in two years. During the third year the same hen laid 
126 eggs, making a three-year record of 568 eggs. In the fourth 
year this hen is in good condition and making a good record. The 
next best two-year record was made by Brown Leghorn hen NO.5, 
this hen having laid 228 eggs the first year and . ~70 the second, 
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making a total of 398. The third best two-year record was made by 
a Barred Plymouth Rock hen No. 124; this hen laid 212 the first 
year and 181 the second, making a total of 393. 
It is worthy of note that llll hens that laid 200 eggs or more 
the first year laid well the second. Of the six Brown Leghorn 
hens with two-year records the average for the two years was 
384 eggs each, the lowest two-year record being 33I. Of the 200-
egg W yandottes four have two-year records, and these averaged 
336, the lowest being ,299. With this 0ne excepti~n, all the 200-
egg hens of the different breeds !Javing two-year records, laid 
over 300 eggs in the two years. 
A remarkable instance of variation in layers is shown in the 
records of Brown Leghorn hens 129 and 13I. These hens were 
of like age, were kept together in the same pen each 'year, and were 
fed the same. They apparently were equal in health and vigor, 
and yet o. 129 laid during the three years 200 eggs and 131, 568. 
During the second year 129 laid 30 and 131 24I. During the 
third year 129 laid no eggs, while 131 laid 126. 
Another striking instance of variation was of three White 
W yandotte pu1.lets. They were of like age and fed together. in the 
same pen. During the first year one laid 216 eggs, another 93, the 
third 87, and the fourth IIs. . 
DOES THE HEN TRANSMIT HER L AYING QUALITIES ?-Our 
' ~xperiments have not run long enough to enable us to note with 
certainty the effect of heredity on egg yield. The influence of the 
male must be reckoned with. The dam may have laid 200 eggs, but 
unless the male to which she was mated is from a 2oo-egg hen 
the results with the progeny would not be authentic in establish-
ing the fact that like produces like, or that the hen transmits her 
laying qualities to her offspring. But even then, it ,,'ould be too 
much to expect that the pullets from such a mating would all 
average up to the 200-egg standard, because the influence of here-
dity extends beyond the immediate ancestors. What may be rea-
sonably expected from the first mating of 200-egg stock would be 
a yield less than 200 eggs, but a considerable increase iil the aver-
age of the flock over the indiscriminate breeding or mating of 
flowls, and this increase ought to go on each year until the 200-
egg mark is reached, or whatever mark or standard is sought to 
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be reached, all depending of course on the fact that the hen trans-
'mits her laying qualities. 
Though the fact has not been established, there are, however, 
indications in our records tending to show the possible value of 
breeding for eggs. Increased yields have been noted in our Brown 
Leghorn and White Wyamdotte flocks , which it is believed are due 
to selection of laying stock. One pen of Wyandotte pullets 
' in 1901-2 averaged 2010 eggs each. They are numbers 14, 23, 
30 and 48. The three first were from stock purchased from an 
eastern breeder who represented them to be from a line of 200-
egg layers. No. 48 was cross-bred, being three-quarters Wyan-
dotte and one-quarter Brown Leghorn, the sire of 48 being a male 
purchased from the breeder referred to. 
, Another case indicating the influence of heredity is seen in 
the record of five pullets hatched from eggs laid by Hen 195 which 
laid 190 eggs. The five pullets, Nos. 237, 250, 251, 252, and 322 
averaged 190 1-5 eggs each. The pedigree of the sire of these 
pullets was unknown. 
W yandotte hen No. 101, record 216 eggs, was the dam of 
pullets Nos. 16, 67, 75 and 23I. These pullets averaged 159 eggs 
each. W yandotte hen No. 14, record 220 eggs, was the dam of 
-256 and 233 that laid 169 and '170 eggs respectively. Hen 23 is a 
-full sister of H en 14 and laid 177. She is the dam of 306, 335 and 
336 that laid respectively 142, 166 and 12I. The pullets of Hens 
14 and 23 were from the same sire. The pullets from the 220-
-egg hen laid 180 per cent more eggs than those from the I77~ 
' egg hen. The influence of the "unknown" male seemed to , be to 
reduce the egg yield in these two cases below the dam's record. 
Hen No. 71 , Brown Leghorn, record 202 eggs, was the dam 
''-of H en No. 26, record 221 'eggs. Hen 72, record 202 eggs, was the 
dam of 79, 68, 28, and 31 that averaged 171 eggs 'each. 
It should be noted that this variation in laying is due in part 
r t o irifluence of feeding, time of hatching, etc. They were not ail 
' f ed alike, being in different feeding trials. For instance Hen 13 I 
was fed her grain in a box the first year and in her second year 
was fed in the straw, and it is possible that- this had something 
to do with the larger yield the second than the first year. 
SIZE OF EGG :-In weighing 'eggs of individual hens 'we have 
found as great a variation in weight or size as in the number of eggs 
i laid:'The most profitable hen may not be' the one ' that lays the rhost 
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eggs. With vVyandattes we have faund a difference in weight of 
eggs af fram 1.26 paunds. per dazen to. 1.8 pounds per dazen, a 
difference af aver half a paund in a dozen eggs. The hen laying 
the smaller egg laid 207, the ane laying the heavier egg 170 eggs. 
The 20.7 eggs weighed 21.7 lbs. and . the 170 eggs 25.5 lbs., the 
smaller number af eggs weighing 3.8 paunds mare than the larger 
number. It is evident, therefare, that 'any scheme far the im-
provement of layers must take into accaunt the size af egg. 
T he recard af weighings shaw that the pullet is likely to. pra-
duce eggs carrespanding in size to. those laid by the dam. Hen 
No.. 124 af Barred Plymauth Racks; laid a small egg, likewise her 
daughters 224 and 244. No.. 48, Wyandatte-Legharn crass laid 
eggs weighing I,44 paunds per dazen; her daughters, 304 and 313, 
laid eggs weighing I,43 and I,42 paunds respectively. Hen 195 
laid eggs weighing ' 1.44 and five af her daughters laid eggs aver-
aging I,6 pounds per dazen. No.. 184 laid eggs weighing 1.58 
paunds per dazen; her daughters 14 and 23 laid eggs averaging 
I,56 and I,52, and her grand-daughters, 315, 335, 336, 256, 260, 
30.6 and 233 laid eggs averagi.ng I,6 paunds per dazen. No.. 101 
laid a small egg. Her first year eggs were nat weighed, but the 
weight af her secand year's eggs wauld indicate that she laid a 
small egg the first year. Her daughter 231 laid a small egg, ar 
1.26 paunds per dazen, the smallest egg recarded amang the W y-
andattes. 
Hen No.. lo af White Legharns laid an egg 'Neighing I,45 
paunds per dazen and her daughters, 170, 193, 245, and 343, laid 
eggs averaging about 1.44. 
T here is an evident lack af type ar unifarmity in layers, as 
much so in size af egg as in number laid, and aur experiments in-
dicate that it is pas sible by praper selectian af breeding stack to 
praduce a strain af fawls that wi11lay eggs af unifarm size. 
COLaR OF EGGs.-E xcept in the case of Legharns and Dar-
kings which laid eggs uniformly white in calor, there was a great 
variatian in the calor af eggs laid by hens of the same breed. As 
the calar af the egg influences to. same extent its sale in large mar-
kets, the breeding af stack aught to. be selected from hens that 
lay eggs of the proper calar. In aur tests it was very rare that we 
faund twa W yandattes ar twa Plymauth Racks laying eggs of the 
same calar. The colors vary all the way fram nearly white to. the 
typical brawn. The same hen, haw ever, lays eggs af very little 
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variation In color; occasionally she would lay an egg that was 
"off-color." Eggs from the same hen varied in size sometimes as 
well as in color, but there seem to be certain characteristics or 
markings that are peculiar to the eggs laid by each hen. To the 
close observer no two hens lay eggs exactly alike, and when once 
he has noted the peculiarity of the egg of a certain hen he will 
very rarely be mistaken in picking her egg out of a basket, even 
though there may be eggs from a hundred different hens in it. 
Some of the best layers laid eggs of imperfect shell forma-
tion. Hen 190, record 207 eggs, laid a very large egg, but the 
shell seemed to pe very porous and irregular, and very rarely 
hatched. Hen ~24, Barred Plymouth Rock, record 212 eggs, laid 
a small egg, which was also very porous and didn't hatch success-
fully. In the evaporation tests it was noted that the eggs from 
these two hens lost weight rapidly during incubation. This was 
probably due to' the porous nature of the shell and may account 
for the poor results in hatching. 
The color of the egg laid by the pullet resembled very closely 
in most cases that laid by the dam, showing that it is possible by 
selection to breed a flock of hens that will lay eggs of uniform 
color. 
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Table No.1. Rose Comb Brown Leghorns.-Individual Records. 
0 ..; 
Z Year ~ rn . .. 0:;::: Cli - 61 ~ ..; > '@ I=l ~~§'2aa ~ ~b p. ~ <1> ::l ::l ~ <1> ~ 0 0 ::q ZB.-:..~_~ ~ ~ :g ~~ 00 OZ 8 
I
FIrst ...... . . .. ... '11818113111117120126118126122111' '1' '11
170 
129 Se~ond ...... ..... 1113 6.. .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. .. _ 30 
Third..... . .. . .... .................. . ....... 0 
I
First ............. '11 °11°1 -91 -8118122124Ii9123If61241i81~1120  131 Second ...... . ... . . 0 113 18 24 27 28 23 28 25 23 16 15 241 
Third ........ ..... 0 0 11 1115 17 114 24 18 13 2.. 126 
-IFirst ..... . . ..... '1-1101181161141161191211161211191171201' '11 207 152 Second...... ...... 0 0171020222622222118 7.. 185 
Third ...... ..... . . 1 5 10 5 15 22 21 11 20 20 6.. .. 136 
- IFirst ...... . . . .... '11' '1~117113119121126126124123121121' '11 186 155 Second ...... . ... .. .... 9 6 18 22 26 24 26 23 22 11 .. 197 
Third ..... . ' . ...... . ... 9 3 14 13 2119 16 18 4.. .. 117 
-First........ . . . •. . 1152215192424 23 23 22 8 6 .. 202 
72 Second ........ .... 0 0 0 117 21 22 21 22 20 5 0 .. 129 
Third........ ..... .. ...... 51620 17 720 11 .. .. 96 
Fourth ..... ....... .. ... . .. 6 12 9 15 8 5 5 .. .. 60 
71IFirst ..... . . ...... '11' '116If211312°12112°1231231251161 31' '11 202 Second.. .... . .. ... .. 14 0 5181924222319 9 0.. 153 
26/First ...... . . . .... '1111120lf41-5121/21125123127/23121/10/-:-:/-/221 Second ........ . . .. 0 0 16 8 18 21 21 22 23 22 13 .. .. 164 
173/First ...... . . . .. . . '11 31151141 71"19117123119122117116\101' '/1 182 Second ..... : .. .... 0 0 12 12 18 21 2119 22 20 18 9. . 172 
2381First ...... . . . .. . . '11 01 °1-8If4116122123122118119If41~1' '11 156 Second :. .... .... .. 0 13 14 12 20 19 24 2118 20 19 12 .. 192 
51First .......... . .. '11141 51151171231241271251251241191101' '11 228 Second ...... .. . . . 0 5 8 8 18 22 24 21 24 23 13 .. . . 170 
68 \First ...... . . .. ... '11' '1"1 7161211fOl26123 12-6 126 I 221i214 1 \ 183 Second ...... .... . . . ... 14 9 10 22 23 23 23 22 20 14 5 1185 
- 79lFirst ...... . ...... ' II~ I ~ /1411112°1221251211241221201 81·· 11 187 Second...... ...... ," 1 9 7131721 7 died . ... .... \ 75 
251First ..... .. ..... .. '11"1 4'115110118123126/211231161171 61 211 181 Second. .. ... .. .... 2 110 713 61818 23 23 12 17 2 152 
28IFirst .... . . . ... . .. . 11 . ·1··1 7110118116I!fOI181171231121 91· .11 150 
311First .............. 11. ·1~1-3115If2120124124121r91191171 111 165 
2271First ........ . .... ·11 .. 1 21181121191211241201221231211161 .. 11 198 
731First .............. 11 11151221121211221221~1~~11!(91181· .11207 t 
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Table No.2. White Wyandottes.-Individual Records. 
~ Year . . .1
1 
:g I~ 1.1 a5 1' . I~ I \. I ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ & ~ 1~ 1~ lg ~ ~ 1~ 18 1~ Ii -=~F=i:-rs----:t-. -.. -.-. -.. -.-. -.. -.--f-o'-=-'-f4 -232215-2222 2i i6-19 20 16~\2I6 
101 Second .......... . ... 16 13 14 2118 13 18 13 4.. .. 130 
Third .... ...... . .... , .. 91316 4 ..... , .... \ 42 
_+-F=o,---u-;-r_th_ ._._ .. _._._. _. '-' +7--: -~~ ~ .~ _~1~ 1..3141312 .. .. .. 67_ 
1841~~~~~d . : : : : : : : : : : II: :I~~I: : 11:11!1:~li~li;li~11~11~li~1 ~I:: I 1\ iii IThird ...... .... ...... 3 0 6 17 111112 20 1.. .. 81 
I
First ........... · /1··1 91' '1911816114111116Ii212-2141~1-:-:TfI2T 185 Se~ond .......... // .. / ...... 12 15 7 8 9 17 3 14 ... '1185 
I~~l;: ........ ..........  : II'. :1' 31' 71~~IT~I/sI¥S11~1}~I~~12~1}~I' 91~ ~ II'l~~ 186 Second .......... .. 8 0 13 14 14 10 12 23 10 9 14 .. .. 127 IThird .... ...... .... 5 0 114 18 9 8 181101.. 41 .. 1 87 
/First ........... '/'/ .. /
121"/ 5/18121118 1 ~31161211211161 31' '11 174 187 Second .... .. .... .......... 6 14 14 16 19 7.. .. .. 76 
1891~~~~nd . : : : : : : : : : : 11::1::1111}611~lf~li~li~li~ll~11 +ll~ I ~~I: : 1'1 ~~~ lThird ...... .... .... 4 7 14 15 12 2.. .. .. .. .. .. 54 
- IFirst ........... ' 1-1--::-1~lf6121Ii7122123122118IflI21IfO l f51U-11207 190 Seeond _. . . . . . . . .. ...... 3 4 14 15 10 13 13 12 8.. .. 92-
Third ...... .... .... 5 .. 111512 2 2 ...... 1 .. 1 .. 11 47 
1911Fi_rst ........... '1 1' '1' '112/191181151171141141131131151 91'--: /1 159 Second .. . .... . .. ...... 15 10 15 9 19 1112 19 5.. .. 115 
I
First ...... .. ... ' 11 ' '1' ' li4123117120123119If6If5122IfOIITI-::I-1190 195 S;e~ond .......... . ..... 12 16 19 15 16 19 12 15 15 11 : . 150 
ThIrd .. .... .... ...... 7 4181814 914 12 1111 .: 118 
231First ........... ' 1-1--::-1-::11"1115113125120/171161201 221181 .. 1· '11177 Second .......... . ... 10 7 7 15 16 19 13 18 16 101 .. 1.. /121 
3°IFirst ........... '1 1 4111 1 i6116 113l f9 1 2°122 I f8 1 19 1-2°1 1!) 1 111~11208 Second ...... . ... . ... 131210 9181718181512.. . . 129 
-48/Ffrst ........... ' 11 ' '1' '1' ' lfflf6121Ii312612-2 If4 12-2-li9-I 11 I~11 201 Second .......... .... 6161011 22 26 18 20117 15 .. .. 161 
671First . . . ........ ' 11' '1~1~1~1~ 1 13 1 23 1 24 1 19 1 2 312° 1 2° 1 1711 11 160 Second.......... . ....... 3 21814 20 1417 .. 10 6 !104 
16 1~~~;nd' : : : : .. : : : : II : :I: : I: : I: : I. : l l~li~I~-i l ~~ I ~~ 1 1:!1~ 1 : : I: : Il l~~ 
2031First ...... . ... · 11 . ·1· ·1· ·1· .lf41-3124124112123Ii91211101-:-:-ITf50 Second .......... /1 .. 1 .. 1 .. 1 41 31 6119122121113111ldied ... I 99 
90lFirst .. .... . .... ' 11 .. /"1' '1"1 8\f6123122 l16121If91151111' ' 11155 Second .......... .. I ...... 1 1 717161414 3, 1 .. I 74 
14 First* ........... 26 15 018 19 181814 fo 2T71710112-2O 75 First ............ .. 11 16 18 18 15 16 17 18 1113 .. 153 42 First ..... ... . ... 2 20 19 14 20 2117 14 6.. 133 
98 First .. ...... .... 22 10 1118 14 23 17 11 7.. /133 96 First ...... .... . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . I 0 18 First ........... . 
" -I" .... .. 14 23 26 17 23 17 22 8 .. 15  231 First ........ .... .. . . 915 15 15 23 25 22 22 14 21 14 12 1207 
*' The total includes 8 eggs laid in September. 
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Table No. 2.-(Continued.} 
0 Z 
.c 
I=l Year ;;c.ll=l..a~~n~ po, blJ +03 ...; ;; i ....; Q.) c.l OQ.)cdQ.)cd~cd::l ...... ::l ~ c.l 0 0 ~ 0 Zr::ll-:>~:g<:gl-:> .=!<d~ OZ 8 
336rirst . ...... ·····1 .. I .. 3 12 2i4171717 2118 .. 
··1·· 121 
335 First ........... . 17 13 18 18 24 25 14 20 15 2 .. 166 
204 First ... ......... .. .. 
· . 
12 17 14 20 15 20 15 14 4 4 .. 135 
253 First ............ .. .. 
· . 
611 19 16 810 14 15 10 13 . . 122 
322 First ......... ... .. .. 12 18 819 14 19 21 10 15 21 .... 138 
270 First ..... ....... ..... 323 22 23 20 Dead .... . ' ....... 91 
256 First ....... .. ... .. .. .. 15 20 23 21 17 17 19 16 13 8 .. 169 
260 First .... .. ...... .. .. .. 10 10 10 21 21 12 18 22 13 11 7 155 
304 First ....... ..... .. .. 
· . 
614 619 23 20 20 21 6 .. 
· . 
185 
313 First ...... ...... .... 
· . 
217 19 19 22 20 25 23 14 13 
· . 
174 
233 Firet ..... ...... . .... 18 16 12 18 21 21 17 17 16 12 2 .. 170 
237 First ... ..... .... .. .. 13 16 19 23 24 25 25 15 24 14 19 9 
1
226 
250 First ... . . .... .... ... " 921 20 23 17 19 15 25 13 17 15 6 200 
251 First ............ 
· . 
. . 14 23 19 15 16 16 17 23 20 10 18 15 1206 
306 Frist ...... ...... 0 4 15 21 20 13 10 20 21 18 0 .. 142 
252 First ..... .. . . .. ... 7 15 21 20 15 23 17 21 19 17 6 r81 275 First ........ . ...... 1 13 19 18 13 12 21 15 3 6 .. 121 
193 First . ..... . ... . 18 23 22 22 i8 17 16 16 23 13 15 ~ ~ I 2~i 102 First ............ 18 11 6 16 22 6 7 5 2 
103 First ...... . ..... . .. .. 914 212 16 16 11 .. 6 1 .. 
· . 
87 
104 First ........... . .. .... 316 19 21 .. .. 17 24 7 8 .. 
· . 
115 
192 First .... .. . ..... . .. ... .. 13 14 18 20 18 15 19 13 9 .. .. 139 
194/First ......... ... .. · . . .... 15 16 18/20 21 19 20 16 12 12 · . ]169 
188 First ....... .. . ... .. 
· . 
.. 12 12 2 613 13 12 15 13 9 104 
Tab le No.3. Barred Plymouth Rocks-Individual Records. 
~ I Year 1,3 ~"" .. ' . I I c; p: g ~ , ~ ·c n ~ n 0I:l +" ';> ~~~~::l'a::l l ~"to +" ~ I c.l 0 0 O ,Z r::I~ ~ .<d , I-:> I-:> <d r:n 0 Z 8 
115lFlrst . . ....... . . ' 11 ' ' 1' '1' ' 11711512°11812°11611911°110j ' ' 1' ' 1/ 145 
, Second . . ,....... .... 6 10 18 18 2114 18 19 4 0.. .. 126 
118lFirst . . ......... 'I /~ 1 ~/171120121Ii419 I f5 / 12 / 19 1 16 1 21' ' 1' ' 111145 Second .. ...... . . ., 9 12 8 3 4 4 0.. .. .. .. .. .. 40 
120lFirst ... ...... . .. \ \ .. \-::-\~\i2115 11° 1 27 1 27 1 11 1 13'1 1°113 1 61' ' 11 144 Second . .... . .... .. . ... 6 14 11 23 22117 16 7.. .. .. 116 
1241First ........... '1~1~1~1-01201201 25126 1 241 19 1 24118117/16/ 3/1212 
Second . . ... .... .. 2 0 314 17 23125124 23 23 18 9. . 181 
-213/First - .-.... ~. ~ 1\ :-. \' ~ \::-1- 3\21\f5\f31{1\17111 112li71 21" \ 1122 
Second ..... .. .. " ... .. . 1.. 6 4 14 2? 7 12 16 5.. .. I 86 
278 First .. . ......... -\~ ~ '.-: ~ ::- - 1 20 2[; 2'5 25 21 21 -:-:-~ 
206 First .. ... : ..... ' 1" .. .. 1 7 4 13 14 15 9 14 6.. .. I 83 
214 First ... ......... .... 2 16 22 15 15 18 15 25 15 6.. .. 149 
215 First............ . ..... 18 814 1817151717 6 .... 1130 
217 First ............ , ..... 818122218181714 20 9 .. 1156 
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Table No.4. White Plymouth Rocks-Individual Records. 
0 ~ \ z Year .Q ,., ~ .. I", ca > d . ~ .~ ....; = ....; g .0 ~ 0. ....; ...., <I> <:) J <I> ~ ,~ 0. ~ ::; S ::; <I> <:) 0 :::t: 0 ~ 0 'J < ~ ~ ~ I <lj 'lJ. 0 Z , ~ 
I
FIrst . .. . ....... '11' ' 1' . : . '1' '1161181211251241261261181' '1' '1 1174 177 Se~ond .......... . ... i .. .. 9 2118 27 23118 20 12 .. .. 1148 
Third .... ...... .... I" •• •• 8 1 23 20 16 15 .. .. .. 83 
I
First ............ \ \ . '1' '16;161141241241181211151141241171' '1 i 193 178 Second.......... . ... 4/' 0 0202019152117 8 9 .. 1133 
Third .... . ..... 11 ... " .. .. .. .. 5 15 13 6 17 6. . .. 62 
47 /Firs~ ............ /1 .. / .. 1 .. /171 18/23f261 25124 /24122120110/. ' 11209 
ISecond .......... 11 .. 1 .. 112/17/ 3/15119/19 /181 3/Died.. .. ,106 " 
179 First ........... . ·.~~20 22 20 15 8 2 .. . ... 97 
180 Firs t ........... . 13 712 20 19 14 23 17 17 17 2 .. 161 
181 First ........... . 3 210 19 18 23 16 23 17 21 14 . . 166 
182 First ..... , ...... . 11 20 18 22 19 22 21 22 22 22 2 .. 201 
183 First ............ .. 2 23 21 619 21 16 20 14 17 17, .... 176 
212 First .. ......... . .. 15 18 16 22 23 18 18 11 . . .. .. /141 
Table No.5. S. C. White Leghorns-Individual Records. 
o I I 
Z Year I - -I .g::= <I> . ....; - ';i 
= 1 ....;><:)d.ci~~· h=P>~O'....;>...., 
<I> <:)O<l>~<I>""~~::;""'::;<I>c.: o 0 
:::t: 0 ,Z 0 ~ ~ ~ < ~ ~ .:; < rn 0 Z ~ 
9 First ........ _ ... .. 7 -5 'fo 111720 25 22 25/'20 - 7 '-:-:-:-:- -"i69 
Second ___ . __ . . . . .. 1 0 4 4 10 17 2119 15 11 4.. .. 106 
10 First ............ .. 8 15 11 4 23 25 27 24 24 24 14 ., .. 199 
Second .......... .. 0 0 0 0 18 22 25 22 22 116.. .. 126 
87 First ............ .. 6 3 16 17 17 20 23 16 23 23 2217.. 203 
Second . . ........ .. 0 0 0 0 15 15 19 2117 15 10 .. .. 113 
83 First ............ . ... 11 5 12 16 22 22 21 20 21111 .... '1161 
Second ..... .... .... 0 0 010 10 14 Dead.. .... . .. . 34 
84 First ............ . ... .. 2 4 3.. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 
361 First ............ ., 119 13 1'6 20 19 28 23 27 26 23 19 8 242 
170 First ............ 1010 816 817262725241911 .... 201 
245 First ............ ., 1 8 19 12 18 24 23 23 25 24 16 .. .. 193 
193First ........... 716 819142117 5dead .......... 107 
268 First ............ 13 14 9 9 8 24 17 4 12118116115111" 160 
343 First ...... ..... 14 10 19 24 20 26 22 21 6.. .... 162 
216 First ............ 71614 14 13 2022232317 .. : . 169 
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Table No.6-Number and Weight of Eggs Laid by Individual Hens. 
WHITE WY ANDOTTES. 
First Year 
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Table No.6 (Continued.) 
R. C. BROWN LEGHORNS S. C. WHITE LEGHORNS 
S'econd Year Third Year First Year Second Year 
u.i u.i u.i 02 
:9 .. :9 :9 ;9 
N 
~~ N ~~ N ~~ N ~~ Hen No. 0 ,.s:::l 0 ,.s:::l 0 ,.s:::l 0 ,.s:::l 
"0 "0 bD "0 bD "0 bD "0 bD .0) "0 .0) "0 .0) "0 .0) 
.. :§ ~ :§ ~ 0 :§ ~ :§ M Q) ~ Q) ~ Z Q) ~ Q) ~ A A ca A A ca rn ca rn ~ rn en ca rn bD en ~ bD en .. ~ bD ~ bD en ~ bD 
.0 0 bD .0 0 Q) bD .0 0 bD .0 0 P:1 ~ 8 P:1 ~ 8 ::q P:1 ~ 8 P:1 ~ . 8 
71 ... 153 ... . .. .. .. . ~:~~I::: : J 9 169 1:31 19 .3 106 1.4112.5 72 129 96 10 199 1.45 24.0 126 1.50 15.7 
131 241 1.33 26 .7 126 ..... . . . 87 203 1.40 23.6 113 1.44 13.4 
129 ... 30 1.39 3 . 5 .. . .... · . . . 170 201 1.48 24 .7 .. . . . .. .... 
152 185 1.44 22 . 2 136 1.46 16.5 193 107 1.42 * ... . . . . .. . . 155 197 1.45 23.8 102 1.42 12 .1 245 193 1.47 23 . 6 ... . ... . . . . 
5 ... 166 1.38 19.1 ... . . . . ... . 343 162 1.37 18.5 · .. . . .. . . .. 
25 ... 153 1.31 16.7 .. . ... . .... 361 242 1.40 28.2 . .. .. .. . . . . 
26 .. . 164 1.27 17.4 · .. .... . . .. 216 169 1.39 19.6 · .. .... .. .. 
238 ... 192 1.50 24.0 ... .... .... 268 160 1.56 20.8 . .. .... ... . 
68 ... 189 1.46 22.9 ... . .. . .... . .. .. . . ... ... . .. . ... . . . . . 
Avge 11.391 11.381 II I 11. 431 I 11. 451 
BARRED PLYMOUTH ROCKS \ \ WHITE PLYMOUTH ROCKS 
115 • e .- 145 1.54 18 . 6 126 1.64 17 ·. 2 1771174 . . . . 10 ••• 148 1.55 19.1 
118 ... 145 1.51 18.2 40 1.64 5 .5 178 193 1.43 23 . 0 133 1.61 17.8 
120 ... 144 1.43 17 .2 116 1.50 14 .5 249 115 1.66 15.9 ... . .. . .... 
124 ... 212 1.36 24.0 181 1.56 23 .5 47 209 1.54 26 . 8 · .. 1. 70 . ... 
224 ... 131 1.28 14 .0 . .. 1.36 .. .. 240 113 1.64 15.4 . .. 4.86 . ... 
244 .. . 158 1.21 15.9 · .. .. .. · . .. 261 182 1.50 22.8 . .. .. . . . . . . 
247 ... 120 1.51 15.1 . .. .. . . .. . . 360 147 1.36 16.7 . .. . . . . . ... 
213 ... 122 1.56 15.9 86 1. 78 .. .. 182 201 1. 77 29.6 · .. ... . ... . 
264 ... 121 1.63 16.4 . .. .. .. 
· . 
.. 183 176 1.51 22.1 . .. . ... . .. . 
278 ... 138 1.8621.4 · .. .. . . · . .. 180 161 1.44 19 .3 . .. 
Avge. 11 . 491 11 . 581 II 11. 531 11 . 621 
• Died. 
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Table No.7. Weight of Fowls. 
R. C. Brown Leghorns. 
First Year . Second Year. 
bO 
'H bO 'H ~ 0 (l) ..., ~ 0 (l) ...., 
Hen. No. 'a ,.. bO en..., ..... ,.. bO en...., ~'" '0 
'" 
<l.l..cl ~'" '0 
'" 
~~ 
..... <l.l ~h ,.. ""bO ~<l.l §~ ;.... bO>t <l.l", <l.l ~'Q) '6D >t <l.l gJ'Q) ~~ +><l.l >- c'5~ <l.l'H +><l.l >- a~ <>t < ~o <>t < 
129 · ... .. 2.7 2 .8 3.1 3.4 3.3 3.1 3.5 3.8 
131 .. .. .. ..... 2.5 3.0 2.8 3.1 2.8 3.2 3.0 3.2 
152 .. ... . .... . 2.6 2.8 2.5 2 .8 2. 8 3.0 3.3 3.2 
155 ... ... ..... 2.6 3.4 3.1 3.5 2 . 6 3.2 3.2 3.8 
5 ... . ..... .. 2.8 2.8 2.6 3.2 2 .8 3 . 0 3.0 3.3 
26 ... ... .. .. . 2.6 2.4 2.9 3.2 2.6 2.9 3 .1 3.5 
68' ... ..... ... 1.9 3.1 2. 7 3.2 2.7 3.1 3.0 3.4 
7'9 .. .. . ..... . 1.9 2.3 2.6 3.1 · .... .. ... ..... .... 
S. C. White Leghorns. 
9 ..... .. .... 3.0 3.0 3.3 3.7 , 3.2 3.1 
I 
3. 6 4 . 2 
10 .... . . .. .. 3.0 3.3 3.5 3. 7 3. 0 3.5 3 .6 4.1 
83 ... . .... .. . 2.9 3.5 3.7 3.9 3.4 . .... · .. .. .... 
84 .... . . ..... 2.1 * .... . 3.1 . .... . .... ... .. .... 87 ....... . .. . 2.8 3.6 3 .2 3. 6 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.8 
36:1' ...... ... .. 2.5 3.4 3.1 3 . 5 . .... ... .. · .... .... 
170 · .... . ... .. 3.5 2.9 3.2 3.5 . ... . ..... · .. .. ... . 
245 · .. . .... . .. 2.7 2.7 3.1 3.4 . .... .. . .. ..... , ... . 
216 .... ... ... . 2. 6 2.8 3.0 3 .4 I . .... .. ... 
····r·· 268 · .... ..... . 3. 4 2.9 3.4 3.7 I . .... ... . . . ........ 193 .. .... .. ... 3. 0 2.6 3.0 3.5 · .... ..... · .... .... 
* DIed In AprIl. 
Barred Plymouth Rocks. 
115 .... ... .. .. 3. 6 4.6 4.7 5.4 . .... 6.4 6.2 6.5 
118 
· . . ~ . . . . .. . 4. 2 5.7 6.1 6.7 6.5 . ... . .. ... .. ... 120 ..... ... ... 3. 5 5.6 5.2 5.9 5.6 6.8 6.6 7 .2 
124 
' " .. ..... . 3.8 6. 6 5.6 6. 6 6.5 7 .7 6.5 7.7 
White Wyandottes. 
101 .. .. .. ..... 4.4 5.7 5.2 5.7 4.7 6.1 5.9 6.5 
102 ... -.. .... . 3.9 3.5 4.8 5.4 3.6 4.6 5.1 7 .0 
103 · .... ... .. . 4.1 4.4 5.1 5.8 . .... ... .. ... .. .. . . 
104 ..... .. .. .. -3 .1 4.3 4 .6 4.9 . .... .... . .. ... .. .. 
184 .. .. .. .... . 4.4 5.8 5. 5 6.3 5. 8 6.4 6.5 7.0 
185 .... .. . .... 5.3 5.8 6.1 6.8 5. 8 6.8 6. 7 7.G 
186 .... . ..... . 5. 0 5.2 ' '5. 5 6.0 5. 2 6.8 6.4 6.8 
187 .... .... . .. 5. 0 5. 3 6.3 6.6 5.3 6.8 6.3 7.2 
188 
· .. ... .. ... 3.3 4.2 4. 7 5.5 · .. .. • •• 1 • ... .. . ... 189 . .. . •• •• • 0 •• 3 .7 5.3 4 .9 5.9 5.4 5. 8 5.9 6. 2 
190 .... ... 3.5 5.1 4. 8 5.4 5.5 5 . 6 5.6 6.0 , -191 .... . ... .. . 4.3 5.6 5. 5 6.2 5. 5 7.0 ' 6.4 7 . 0 
-L 
195 · ... .. .. .. . 3.8 6.0 5.2 6 .0 5.7 6. 6 6.4 6.9 
, 2'3 
.... .. . . . .. 4.1 6.0 5.6 6.2 . 5.3 5.4 
I 
6.3 7.0. 30 . .. ....... . 4.0 '4. 0 4. 2 4 .6 4. 0 4.5 4.3 5.0 48 · ... ... . , ... 3.6 3.9 4 .2 4 . 5 3.7 ·L 5 4.5 5.2 _ 67 ..... . 2.6 6.2 4.8 6.7 
16' !' .. .~'. ;".r • • • • -2'. 6 5.8 4:9 6:1 
. . 
.. ··r··· , , ..... .. .. . .. ... 203 .. .. . .. . . 4. 1 5. 5 5 . 6 6.6 · .... . . ... .. ... 
/ ; 
:.i 
1.. ' !, 
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Table No. 7.-White Wyandottes (Continued). 
First Year. Second Year. 
Hen. No. 
. .. ··1····· ........ . 
I::::: ::::: ::::: :::: 
............... / ... . 
..... ..... ..... ... . 
::::: ::::: ::: ::1:::': 
3 :-COST AND PROFIT OF EGG PRODUCTION. 
4:-WEIGHT AND COST OF FOOD EATEN. 
RECORDS FOR 1900-1. 
'Fable No.8 gives a s~mmary of the results of the pens of 
fowls for which reco.rds are complete for 19OO-r. 
This summary includes the weight and cost of the different 
foods consumed by the different pens during the year, the weight 
of food consumed per fowl and cost of the same, the average num-
her of eggs laid per fowl , and the value of the same at local mar-
ket prices'. 
POULTRY EXPERIMENTS. 137. 
There wer:e four fowls in each pen at the beginning of the 
year, which extended from November to November. Before the 
end of the year in one or two cases one hen was lost through sick-
ness. The results are computed on the basis of actual number of 
fowls in the pen. During part of the year a male was in each pen, 
and the pen is credited with the proportion of food he ate. 
Pens 1,2, 3, 5 and 6, rose comb Brown Leghorn pullets were 
fed mash in the morning; all others were fed the mash in the eve-
ning. The morning feed of mash was small; in the evening a 
heavy feed was given. The amount of mash fed will be noted in 
the table. Pens I to 6 inclusive and pen 20 were Leghorns. It 
will be seen that pen 4 having the night mash, made the poorest 
record, both in cost of food consumed and in number of eggs laid. 
The increased cost of food for pen 4 is accounted for by the fact 
that part of the mash was made up of expensive foods, namely, 
linseed meal, gluten and beef Q1' anim_almeal. While no test was 
made with a view to determining the value of these foods, the 
results would indicate that it is doubtful economy to feed them at 
the prices charged, namely, four cents a pound. 
The best egg record during the year was made by pen IS, 
White Plymouth Rock pullets, which averaged 176 eggs per fowl, 
followed by pen 18, White Wyandottes, which averaged 175. In 
value of eggs laid pen 18 led all other pens. 
Table NO.9 gives the weight of food fed in the mash. The 
mash was mixed with skim milk, and it is seen that of the total 
weight of mash about one-half was skim milk. It will be noted 
that pen 4 of Leghorns fed mash in evening ate five or six times 
more weight of mash than the other Leghorn pens, fed mash in 
the morning. 
Table No. 10 gives the weight of the whole grain fed, also of 
the cut bones or fresh meat scraps. 
Tables Nos. 12 and 13 give the cost of mash in cents per 
pound, and the cost of the whole grain and bones. 
Table No. I I gives the amount of the different nutrients in 
the year's ration of each pen. Part of these rations are discussed 
in another part of this bulletin, and will all be of interest in the 
discussion of ft1ture feeding experiments. 
The egg record per pen for each month is given in table No. 
14, the total number of eggs laid by each pen and the average 
number laid per fowl. It will be noted that pen" 4, fed night mash, 
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was late in beginning to lay. This pen didn't lay until January, 
while the other' Leghorn pens, fed mash in the morning, started 
to lay in November. During the spring and summer months the 
difference in laying was not so marked. 
The Plymouth Rock and Wyandotte pens were all fed night 
mash, ,and no comparison can be made as to the relative value of 
feeding morning and evening mash to those two breeds. It should 
be stated, however, that better records were obtained from those 
breeds with night mash during the year in. question than were ob-
tained during any previous year from those breeds, fed morn-
ing mash. ' 
Table No. IS gives the value of eggs laid each month by each 
pen, the total value for the year, and the value per fowl. The 
prices of eggs at which the values are computed are shown at the 
bottom of the table. These were local prices of eggs at Logan for 
the year. This table does not represent the actual returns from 
the poultry, because a great many eggs were sold for hatching at 
one dollar per setting. The showing would be very much better 
if the actual returns were given. 
o 
Z 
Table No.8-Summary 1900-1 
Cost of I Total Food Per fowl 
Eggs laid. 
Per Fowl 
en en ;... 
:: ~ ~ <D 
.S ~..c:l s:l ..c:l .CI -' .d ...., S ;3 ~ ~ s:lo ~ .§ ~ ,~ ~ ,~~ :::l ';i 
P-t 0~ ~ 0 ~ ~ () ~ 0 Z' > 
1::---.-. -.. --:--;-:==20~7=+---'--744~$- 2-:I9 $- 0-:-35- 251 $- 2-:-5-4 - 60.21$ 0.61 1 1401$ 1.71 
2 .... 207 40 2.20 .32 247 2.52 64.41 .66 160 1. 96 
3 .... 220 44 2.33 .35 264 2.68 63.4 .64 1158 1. 85 
4 .... 110 254 1.17 2.06 364 3.23 87.3 .78 132 1.41 
6 .... 206 44 2.18 .35 250 2.53 60.0 .6f 135 1. 54 
6 .... 222 44 2.35 .35 266 2.70 63.8 .65 140 1.61 
11 ... 169 308 1.81 2.51 477 4.32 112.2 1.02 162 1.92 
14 ... 171 298 1. 86 2.45 469 4.31 134.0 1. 23 156 1. 7'5 
15 ... 197 372 2.12 3.04 569 5.16 134.0 1. 21 176 2.14 
16 ... 170 294 1. 83 2.40 464 4.23 109.1 .99 138 1. 62 
17 ... 11 1831 280 11 1.971 2.261 463 4.23 108.9 1.03 166 2.11 
18 ... //178/288// 1.92/ 2.31 466 4.23 99.5 .9~1 175 2.15 
20 ... , , 132, 200, . 1.42,1. 62 332 3.04 78.0 , .71 I 155 1. &9 
~:--:---;-;- ----;-;:;'=-:;-;;:-;-;-;;;:-=-=-~~'A"""n - , - - . 
Total II·· · . 1251011$25.351$20.37 11 48821$45.7211 ... .. · 1····· · 11··· ·1······ 
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Table No. 9.-Weight of Food Fed in a Mash-in Pounds-1900-1. 
UJ 
I 
..., 
I-< 
0 t; 
..c:l 
~ 11) '0 CD 
·s - 0 S t; Pen. No '0 0 CD !=l :0 '0 S S tIS CD Cd '0 !=l CD I 
en 
:g CD en ~ !=l ~ !=l en s:l CD CD ..., !=l CD tIS ..., tIS ..., I-< ..c:l 'C ~ CD en tIS 0 J CD 0 I-< ~ Q a III III E-I co 0 0 
1 ... . .. 22 11-:-52-4 . 5 3 tr . 11· ... .... 44 
2 .. . .. . 20 10.5 2 3 .5 3 tr. 1 .... .... 40 
3 .. .. .. 22 11.5 2 4 .5 3 tr. 1 .... .... 44 
4 . ... .. 127 55.5 14 8.5 21. .... 7 9 7 5 254 
5 ..... . 22 11.5 2 4 . 5 3 tr . 1 .... .... 44 
6 ••• • 0. 22 11.5 2 4 . 5 3 tr . 1 .... .... 44 
11 ... ... 154 67.0 17 10 26. .... 9 11 8 6 308 
14 ..... . 149 64.5 16 9 25.5 .. . ·1' 9 11 8 6 298 
15 ... ... 186 81.0 20 12 31. .... 11 13 10 8 372 
16 ... ... 147 64.0 16 9 25. .... 9 10 8 6 294 
17 ... ... 140 61.0 15 9 24. .... 8 10 7 6 280 
18 .. .. .. 144 63.0 16 9 25. .... 8 10 7 6 288 
20 ... ... 100 44.0 11 6 17. .... 6 7 5 4 200 
Total . 1255 556.5 135 91.5 197 .0 15 67 86 60 47 2510 
Table No. 10--Weight of Whole Grain and Bones in Pounds, 1900-1 
I-< 
CD 
Pen ..., ~'O :>.. o CD en tIS 
r:l q::ICD CD CD t; CD en 
..c:l I-< !=len ..., ~ !=l ..., 
~ 0 ~ tIS tIS 0 0 0 en 0 III CQ E-I 
1 . . . . .. ·.0 ... .. 99 48 0 33 0 27 207 
2 
•• 0 •• • •• 0· .0 •• 96 54 0 30 , 0 27 207 
3 ... ... ....... . 104 54 0 33 0 29 220 
4 
·····.0 . ..... . 40 10 5 17 9 29 110 5 .... .. .. ... .. . 96 48 0 33 0 29 206 
6 •• 0 ••••• ..... . 106 54 0 33 0 29 222 
11 ... . .. .. ..... . 62 17 8 28 19 35 169 
14 ........ ..... . 60 18 11 31 18 33 171 
15 ...... ....... . 71 18 11 36 22 39 197 
16 ...... .. .. .... 60 14 10 31 19 36 170 17 ..... . •••• • 0 • • 65 17 10 32 21 38 183 
18 
• ••• 0 • •• ..... . 61 17 10 32 19 39 178 20 ..... . ....... . 46 14 7 25 13 27 132 
Total ........... 1 966 I 383 I 72 I 394 I 140 I 417 I 4882 
Table No. 11.-Composition of Food Eaten, in Pounds per Fow/'-1900-1 
Pen ...... .. ... . 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 I · 5 1 6 1 11 1 14 1 15 1 16 1 17 1 181 - -20- 1- . Total 
Fat.. . .. . . . . . .. 3 . 5 1 3 . 7 1 3 . 6 1 4.3 I 3.5 I 3 . 6 1 6 . 0 5.6 6 . 6 5-:7--5~8-5T--4TI--61-:-9 
Ash .... . . .... . . 2. 7 2.8 2 . 8 3 . 5 2.7 2.81 4.8 4.3 5.2 4.4 4.5 4.5 3.2 49.2 
Protein . . .. . ... . 7 . 6 3.0 8.1 9.5 7.6 8 . 2 12.7 10.6 14.7 10 . 6 10.7 10.7 8.7 127 .7 
Nitrogen-free Ext. 33.0 35.5 35.0 32.4 32.5 35.3 44) 43 . 5 52.3 42.8 43.4 43.2 31.1 504.1 
Fi ber .. .. . . . ... 1. 7 1. 8 1. 8 2 . 8 1. 7 1. 8 1 3 . 8 3 . 9 4 . 6 3 . 6 3 . 8 3 . 8 1 2 . 7 37 . 7 
Total .. .. ... .. . 1 48 . 5 I 51.8 I 51.3 15~5-148.0-1-5T-:-717IT167T183.4T67 .1 16g:-2-1-6-8~1- 1-49-:- 8-1-780lf 
Protein ratio ..... 18~6-1r:5~7-li:5-:-6If:T.7-li:5~5-li:5~5-II:T.8rl:5-:--6-~1r:5~6-1:t:5--:-6-IF5 -:-6-lf:5-. -IIT3 
...... 
".. 
? 
t:d 
d 
~ 
~ 
t.:r:J 
t-3 
Z 
z 
9 
(0 
~ 
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Table No. 12. Cost of Mash, in Cents-1900-01. 
Pen. No 
UJ 
...., 
~ 
o 
.a 
en 
a '0 g ~ 
S @ .., :0 'Os 
8 ~ 'O~~~~ ~ .~ ~ 2 E Q) Q) "'" en Q) ~ ...., ~ ~ ~ o .a ';::::E~Q)Q) 0 
r:n CC 0 0 ~ qO~~ ~ E-4 
- 1=---.. - .-. -.. - .-. -.. - .-. -.. - .-:-4':-4 6~9 - 2 -5~1-.5 -12 -. -.. --4 ~134.8 
2 . .... ... . ...... 4 . 6.3 2 3 .7 . 5 12 . .. 4. .. ... 32.5 
3 . . .. .. . .. ...... 4.4 6 . 9 2 5 . . 5 12... 4. .. ... 34.8 
4 .. . ..... . ...... 25.4 33.3 14 10. 51 21. ... 28 36 28 10 206.2 
5 .. .. ..... ... . . . 4.4 G. 9 2 5 . . 5 12... 4. .. .. . 34.8 
6 . . ... .... .... .. 4.41 6.9 2 5 . .5 12... 4 .. , . . . 34.8 
1 1 ..... ... .. ... . . 31. 40 .2 17 12 .5 26. ... 36 44 32 12 250.7 
14 ........ ...... 30 . 38.7 16 11.2 25.5 ... 36 44 32 12 245.4 
15 ... ........ .... 37. 48.6 20 15 . 31. ... 44 52 40 16 303.6 
16 ... . ... ....... . 29. 38 .4 16 11.2 25 . ... 36 40 32 12 239.6 
17 ..... .......... 28 . 36 . 6 15 11.2 24 ... . 32 40 28 121226.8 
18 ...... ......... 29 . 37.8 16 11.2 25 . . .. 32 401 28 12 231. Q 
20 .. ...... .. ..... 20 . 26.41 111 7.5 17 ... . 24 28 20 81161.9 
To~al . . ... .. ..... 1251. 1333.911351114.01197. 1 601268134412401 9412036.9 
Pr' ('e per lb. cents. I 1-51 3-5 1 11.4 1 4 4 4- 4 21 ..... . 
Table No. 13.-Cost of Whole Grain and Bones, in Cents-1900-1 
-- -
~ Q) 
Pell. ...., » ~ ~ 0 en 
Q) ~ en ~ q::l Q) ~ 
..Q ~ ...., ~ ~ ~ ...., 
~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 o ~ r:n ~ E-4 
1 . ..... ..... . 99 60 - 3 -0 27 $ 2.19 
2 ..... . . .... . 96 67 30 0 27 2.20 
3 . . .. . . .. . .. . 104 67 33 0 29 2 .33 
4 .... .. ..... . 40 12 17 9 10 29 1.17 
5 ...... .. .. . . 96 60 33 0 29 2.18 
6 ...... ..... . 106 67 33 0 29 2.35 
11 ...... ..... . 62 21 28 19 16 35 1.81 
14 . .... .. . . .. . . 60 22 31 18 22 3 ~ 1.86 
15 ...... .. ... . 71 22 36 22 22 39 2.12 
16 ... .. . ..... . 60 17 31 19 20 36 1. 83 
17 ...... ...... . 65 21 32 21 20 38 1.97 
18 ..... . .. .. . . 61 21 32 19 20 39 1.92 
20 ...... 46 17 25 13 14 27 1.42 
- - -- -To~al . ....... 1 $9.66 \ $4.74 \ $3 .94 \ $1.40 \ $1.44 \ $4 . 17 \ $25.35 
Price per Ib ..... 1 Ie 114c Ie Ie 114c Ie 
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Table No. 14... Egg Record Per Pen-1900-1 
i 
Pen. No. ·I~ 0 >= ..... (!) lliJ ....; >= ~ .... 0 ~ ~ » ~ » Po ....; ...., ;... 0 (!) .0 ro 0- ro S ;:::s ~ C) 0 0 (!) cIj ~ ~ ;:::s Z ~ >-:l <11 ~ ~ ~ <11 rn 0 Z 8 ~ 
1 .... .. 8 36 49 29 47 61 72 56 67 69 41 23 · .. 5581140 2 .. .. .. 20 39 40 53 44 77 83 57 54 59 39 20 · .. 585160 
3 .... .. 4 18 53 43 64 76 91 67 69 70 56 19 ... 630158 
4 .... .. ... .. . 31 37 64 81 97 74 ~~ 60 23 3 ... 528132 5 .. .. .. .. 3 15 30 39 56 63 74 72 72 40 10 ... 539 135 
6 .. ... .. 5 14 40 37 61 70 82 71 71 63 22 25 · .. 561 140 
11 .. . . .. · .. 17 69 71 69 80 86 58 75 54 42 22 3 646 162 
14 .. . .. · .. 6 21 58 70 80 63 60 49 42 42 17 · .. 508 156 
15 .... .. 2 50 50 46 80 77 75 80 76 73 77 18 ... 704 176 
16 .. ... ... 7 39 65 64 63 60 60 55 79 42 19 · .. 553 138 
17 ... ... · .. 57 66 52 61 76 72 64 54 64 52 34 11 663 166 
18 .. .... .. · .. 32 74 69 78 81 75 66 70 74 44 38 · .. 701 175 
20 .. , ... · .. . .. 23 40 54 61 68 65 54 56 43 ... 
· " 
464 155 
Total. 1 4212951617166918531101411063187718351862157 412531 14 11 79681 . . . 
cw) 
~ 
.... 
00 
E-4 
Z 
r;£l 
~ 
~ 
r;£l 
~ 
~ 
r;£l 
~ 
~ 
E-4 
H 
P 
o 
~ 
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Table No. 15. Value of Eggs in Cents-1900-1 
I 
~ 
"Pen. ;.: c:.J 'i:: ~ <I> bb ~ d .ci ... 1=1 ?> 0 <l> <l> til P. :::l '3 :::l til ~ ~ z A ~ ~ I -< ~ ~ -< 
1 .......... .17 .75 .90 
.
391 .47 .51 .60 .56 .67 .86 
2 .......... .42 .81 .73 .71 .44 . 64 .69 .57 .54 .74 
3 .......... .08 .38 .97 .57 .64 .63 .76 .67 .69 .88 
4 .......... .00 .00 .57 . 49 . 64 .68 .81 .74 .58 .75 
5 .......... .06 .31 .55 .52 . 56 .53 .62 .72 .65 .90 
6 ..... . . ... .10 .29 .73 .49 .61 . 53. . 68 .71 . 71 .79 
11 .......... ...... .35 1.27 .95 . 69 .67 .72 .58 .75 .68 
14 .......... .... .. .13 .39 .77 .70 .67 .53 .60 . 49 .53 
15 . .... .... . .04 1.04 .92 .61 . 80 .64 .63 .80 .76 .91 
16 .......... ..... . .15 .72 .87 .64 .53 .50 .60 .55 .99 
17 .... . ..... ...... 1.19 1.21 .69 .61 . 63 .60 .64 .54 .80 
18 ......... . ...... .67 1.36 .92 .78 .68 .63 .66 .70 . 93 
20 . ...... . .. ..... . ..... . .42 .53 .54 .51 . 57 .65 .54 .70 
..; 
P. 
<l> 
U1 
.58 
.55 
.79 
.33 
.57 
.31 
.59 
.60 
1.09 
.59 
.74 
.62 
.61 
I 
i 
ca 0 ;.: 'H 
..; -+-' ... 
c:.J 0 0 <l> I 0 Z E-4 ~ 
. 38 . .. .. . $ 6.84 $ 1. 7 
.33 .. . ... 7.17 1.9 
.32 .... .. 7.38 1.8 
. 05 .. .. .. 5.64 1 4 
.17 . .. . .. 6.16 1.5 
.42 ...... 1).421 1.6 
.37 .06 7.68 1.9 
.28 . .... . 5.69 1.7 
.30 
-- -- --I 8.54 2.1 
.32 ..... . 6.46 1.6 
.57 .23 8.451 2.1 
.63 ... .. "/1 8.58 2.1 
••• •• e __ •• •• • • 5.0'?, 1.6 
1 
6 
5 
1 
4 
1 
2 
5 
Total ....... 1$ .871$ 6. 151$11.331$ 8. 911$ 8.531$ 8. 471$ 8.881$ 8.771$ 8 .351$10.801$ 8.131$ 4. 221$ . 29 11 $93. 701 ..... . 
Price of Eggsl$ . !:.~2-51$-:22Ir-:-f6I$~12 1 $ .101$ . 101$ .121$ .121$ .151$ .171$~$ 
.
25 11 ..... ·1·· ·· ·· 
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RECORDS FOR 1901-2. 
The records for 1901-2 are tabulated in the same way as 
those of the previous year. Thi year there were mqre pens 
represented. 
There were four fowls in each pen, except in pen I, which had 
five . . All pens were fed n~ash in the evening. 
In comparison with the previous year the food during 1901-2 
was higher in price. This accounts for the greater cost of 
fqod eaten. The price of eggs, however, was better, and this 
rather more than offset the higher cost of food. Some of the 
egg records are much better this year than the previous year 
and some of them are much poorer, due to different methods 
of feeding. The high egg records were doubtless due to the 
better breeding of the fowls. The pens showing the be~t records 
contained fowls bred from hens with good records. As ex-
plained in the plan of experiments, several of the pens this year 
were made up of ) ear-old hens, and this of course accounts for 
the low averarre in some cases. 
Pen 1 was composed of year-old hens. Brown Legh0rns, se-
lected aniong the best .layers of t\\ a or three pens of the previolls 
year. 
Pen 4, White Wyandotte pullets, were bred from selected 
layers, and averaged 192 eggs per fowl, though during the laying 
year, which extended a month longer than the experimental year, 
they averaged 201 eggs per fowl. This is the best pen record made 
in any year in our experiments. 
Pen 5 contained pullets bred from the same layers as pen 4, 
and under similar conditions they would probably have laid as 
many e<Ygs. They were fed a different ration, however, and 
this accounts for the poorer yield. The two rations will be dis-
cussed under another head. Pens 6 and 7 with similar rations 
should have laid about the same number, but the ration was dif-
ferent and this accounts for t'he difference in yield. Pens 12 and 8 
were Barred Plymouth Rock pullets, one. was fed the grain in a 
litter of straw and the other in a box. This accounts for the 
difference in yield. The experiment with these two pe'ns is dis-
cussed under the subject of exercise. 
Owing to the prices of grain being higher than in any pre~ 
vious year, the food cost per fowl is greater. During this year it 
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averaged from 69 cents per fowl to 78 cents for Brown Leghorns 
and 92 cents for White Leghorns. For Wyandottes the cost 
averaged from 94 cents to $1.12 per fowl. For Plymouth Rocks 
from $1.05 to $1.26 per fowl. 
The value of eggs Jaid averaged fro111 $1.99 to $2.57 per fowl 
for Brown Leghorns, and for the pen of Whi~e Leghorns the 
value was $2-41. The Wyandottes averaged from $1.29. to $2.78 
per fowl, and the Plymouth Rocks from $1.34 to $2.04 per fowl. 
These averages, of course, -do not represent the possibiFties 
of a flock of layers. They were of different ages, fed differc°;-,t 
rations, and of different breeding. In order to determine the 
possibilities of the flock the pens under ideal conditions should be 
taken for illustration. For instance, pens '1- and 5 were of like 
breeding and of the same age, but owing to the difference in rations 
there was a difference of $1.00 in value of eggs per fowl. 'The 
record, therefore, of pen 4 \votlld represent the possibilIti es of 
a well-kept flock of good layers. For one dollar's worth uf food, 
it is seen, this pen laid eggs worth $2.78. 
The individual records of these fowls are discussed in another 
part of this bulletin. 
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Table N. 16. SU.mmary- 1901-2. 
Weight 
1 
I ' Eggs laid 
of Cost of Total Per fowl per fowl 
- ---
'0 ui 00 00 ~ :e :e :e I ~ (Ij Q) 
.S ~ ~ s:: ..Q '0 '0 .0 Q) 
'@ en ...., ...., S ::1 (Ij~I(Ij 0 en 0 en ~~ ~ ~ (Ij 0 0 I 0 0 ::1 g; 0 ::?J ~ 0 ~ 0 Z > 
1 
·"1 
2151 268 $ 2.26 $ 1.82 483 $ 4.08 93.5 $ 0.79 162 $ 2.27. 
2 .. . 177 208 1.85 1.42 385 3.27 92.4 .78 185 2.57 
3 137 145 1.44 .97 282 2.41 81.0 .69 191 2.39 , 
· ··1 223 269 2.33 1.82 492 4.15 118.1 1.00 *192 2.78 5 ... 178 302 1.89 2.78 480 4.67 115.2 1.12 133 1.72 
6 ... 181 250 1.91 2.30 431 4.21 112.4 1.10 101 1.29 
7 ... 220 247 2 .30 1. 67 467 3.97 112.0 .95 143 1. 93 
8 ... 243 342 2.54 2.32 585 4.86 150. 1.26 138 1.~90 
9 ... 293 400 3.05 2.66 693 5.71 138.6 1.14 142 1. 81 
11 · .. 200 280 2.09 1.98 480 4.07 125 .1 1.06 117 1. 76 
12 ... 173 282 1.81 1.88 455 3.69 130. 1.05 101 1.3' 
13 ... 190 329 1.99 2.18 519 4.17 123.5 1.23 119 1.55 
U ... 211 340 2.21 2.26 551 4.47 129.5 1.05 153 2.04 
15 ... 205 359 2'.14 2.42 564 4.56 135.3 1.09 128 1.63 
16 · .. 184 308 1.90 2.03 492 3.93 118 . . 94 102 1.39 
17 ... 202 336 2.11 2.23 538 4.34 129. 1.04 119 1.67 
19 · .. 200 282 2.09 1.89 482 3.98 103.2 .92 171 2.41 
20 · .. 156 204 I 1.64 1.37 360 3.01 86.4 . 72 1 145 1.99 
Total 11 358815151 11 $37 .551$36.00 11 87391$73.55 11 ..... 1 .... . · 11 .... , .•.. . • 
• In 13 months, or laying year, this pen laid an average of 201 eggs 
per fowl. 
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Table No. 17.-Weight of Whole Gr.ain and Bones in pounds-1901-2 . 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1.7 
19 
~ J 
.., ;>, 
ro <I.> 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 03 
1 ... ... -. -.. -.-. . -. -9-4-1- 32- - 5-
2 ...... . . ..... 80 29 3 
3 .. . . . ... . .... 59 22 3 
4 . . .. . . .. . .. . . 102 33 4 
5 , .. . . . ....... 98 34 4 
6 . ..... .. . . . . . 102 34 4· 
7 .... ... . ... . . 99 31 5 
8 .. .. ...... ... 114 39 4 
9 .. .... . . ..... 156 36 3 
11 .... .. .. .. . .. 88 33 4 
12 .. . . .. ..... . . 76 27 4 
13 . . ... . ... , 83 29 4 
14 ..... ... . .... 92 36 4 
15 ... . .... ..... 91 32 4 
16 .. . . . . . . . . . .. 84 32 4 
17 . ... . .. .. . .. . 88 31 4 
19 ... . .. . .. .. .. 101 30 4 
20 . . .. . . .... ... 68 29 3 
38 
29 
25 
38 
40 
38 
39 
40 
45 
33 
27 
31 
35 
33 
22 
33 
32 
27 
t I ii I 
1 45 
1 1 
1 2 
1 45 
1 45 
1 52 
1 41 
1 38 
1 42 
1 43 
1 44 
1 41 
1 45 
1 32 
1 28 
215 
177 
137 
233 
178 
181 
220 
243 
293 
200 
173 
190 
211 
205 
184 
202 
200 
156 
Table No. 18. Weight of Food in Mash (Pounds) 1901-2. 
Ul ca ~ .., I-< <I.> 
0 <I.> '0 S ;:: ..c:l S 0 Cii Cf1 0 ::l ~ ro PS <I.> ..0 ~ +-' <I.> ~ < 
S ~ ro 
<I.> Ul '0 .., 
ro ~ <I.> Ul ~ <I.> ro 
= ;g I-< I-< ..c:l ~ 
ro 
'i:: <I.> 0 ~ <I.> ~ Ul D4 (.) ~ ~ 0 ~ 
· . 
135 80 22 12 12 4 2 1 . ... 
· . 
105 62 17 9 9 3 2 1 . .. . 
· . 
73 43 12 7 6 2 1 1 . ... 
· . 
136 80 22 12 12 4 2 1 . ... 
· . 
153 75 20 11 14 3 . .. .. 26 . ... 
· . 
126 61 17 9 9 3 . . .. . . .... 24 
· . 
125 74 20 11 11 3 2 1 . .. . 
· . 
174 102 28 15 15 4 3 1 . ... 
· . 
203 119 33 18 17 5 3 1 · .. ·1 
· . 
142 83 23 13 12 4 
1 
2 1 
· .. · 1 
· . 
143 84 23 13 12 4 2 1 . . 
· . 
168 98 27 15 14 4 2 1 
· . 
173 101 28 15 15 4 2 1 . ... 
· . 
182 107 29 16 16 5 3 1 . ... 
· . 
157 92 25 14 13 4 2 1 · ... 
· . 
171 100 27 15 15 4 2 1 · ... 
· . 
143 84 23 13 12 4 2 1 . .. . 
· . 
103 61 17 9 9 3 1 1 · . . . 
Cii 
.., 
0 
E-4 
268 
208 
145 
269 
302 
250 
247 
342 
400 
280 
282 
329 
340 
359 
308 
336 
282 
204 
Table No. 19. Composition of Food Eaten, in Pounds Per Fowl 1901-2. 
P~e-n-. -.. -.-.-.-. "-1 - 1:---"-1 -~-"-I """"'3::--"-1 - 4-:-"-1 """"'5:::--"-1 - 6::--"-1 - 7- I 8 I 9 I 11 ' I 12 I 13 I 14 I 15 I 16 1-17 I 19 I 20 I Total 
Fat .. · . · ... 1 4.51 4.31 'i:-91-5~6r-3-:91-3~1-5-:-51-6-:-21-6-:-61-5-:-71 6.11 5.81 6.11 6.21 5.61 6 . 2 14-:8rLf~!93.5-
Ash ... .- ... 1 3.9/ 3.R/ 3 . 4/ 4 . 9 2.8 3.9 3 . 31 5 . 71 5 . 41 5.11 5.21 5 . 01 5 .11 5.51 4 .81 5.31 4 .11 .3.41 80.6 
Protein .... 10.7 10.6 9.2 13.5 15.4 13.9 13.0116.6115.7114.21 14.6 13 .91 13.2 15.11 13.4 14.61 12.4 \ 9.81 239.8 
Nit'gen-free 1 / 1 / / / I I I ' 
.Extract .. /39.4 39.6/34 . 3 50.2 50 .1 50.9 48.41 61.7 59.4\52.0\ 52.7 49 .7 53 .1 54.5147.8 52.3 \ 47.4 \ 37.0\ 880.5 
FIber . .. " 3.0 3.3 2.5 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.5 4.7/ 4 .-4 4 . 0 4 . 2 4.01 4 . 3 4 . 4 3 .9 4.2 3.6 2.9 67 .9 
Total ...... / 61. 5/ 61. 6/ 53.3177-:-9'1'76-:-01- 75-:-21- 73-:-7/- 94-:-9190-:-91- 8-1-:-0'[ 82.81 78 . 4/ 81. 81 85.71 75 . 5/ 82 . 6'1 72 . 31 ff~2/ 1362. :3 
Protein rati011: 4 . 911:5 . /1: 5 . 11: 4.9/1: 4 .111: 4. 411--:4-:-9TfY.SIE4-:-9'1:r:T.'"9'/1: 4.811 : 4.8 /1: 5.4[1: 4.811: 4.8 /1: 4 . 811: 5-1-1:5-I-i:r8-
I-' 
""" ?O 
to 
d 
t'i 
~ 
1-3 
Z 
z 
9 
c:o 
~ 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
19 
-20 
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Table .No. 20-Cost of Whole Grain and Bones-1901-2. 
1d 
<l) 
,Q 
~ 
1 .... . ......... $-O~ 
2 ... ........... .80 
3 . ............. .59 
4 .. .... . .. . . . .. 1.02 
5 .............. .98 
6 .............. 1.02 
7 .. . ........... .99 
8 .... . . ..... . .. 1.14 
9 .. . . ........ . . 1.56 
11 .. . .. . ..... .... .88 
12 ..... . ........ .76 
13 ........ . ..... .83 
14 .... . ....... . . .92 
15 . ....... . ..... .91 
16 ...... . ....... .84 
17 .............. .88 
19 ........... . .. 1.01 
20 .. .. . . . ....... .68 
23 .............. . 42 
» 
rJl ~ $:l 
...., I-< I-< 
cI3 cI3 0 
o o:l 0 
'$- 0-:32 $-O~ $ 0.47 
.29 .03 .36 
.22 .03 .31 
.33 .04 .47 
.34 .04 .50 
.34 .04 .47 
.31 .05 .48 
.39 .04 .50 
.36 .03 .56 
.33 .04 .41 
.27 .04 .34 
.29 .04 .39 
.36 .04 .44 
.32 .04 .41 
.32 .04 .27 
.31 .04 .41 
.30 004
1 
.40 
.29 .03 .34 
.20 .02 .24 
I-< 
<l) 
~ 
0 rJl 
~ <l) Cd 
$:l $:l ...., 
;:::s 0 0 
U1 o:l ~ 
$ 000T-0:451$2~ 
.02 .35 1.85 
.02 .27 1.44 
.02 .45 2.33 
.02 .01 1.89 
.02 .02 1.91 
.02 .45 2.30 
.02 .45 2.54 
.02 .52 3.05 
.02 .41 2.09 
.02 .38 1.81 
.02 .42 1.99 
.02 .43 2.21 
. 
021 .44 . 2.14 
.02 . 41 1.90 
.02 .45 2.11 
.02 .32 2.09 
.02 
.
28
1 
1.G4 
.02 .21 1.11 
-- - - -
Total .......... 1$17 .17 1 $~89 1 $ 0. 721$ 7.771$ 0. 391$ 6. 721$38.66 
Price per Pound I .011~1 . 011 .0l1,.41 . 021 . 011 
Table No. 21.-Cost of Food in Mash-1901-2. 
rJl 
I I ...., I-< I=l 0 Cd 
,Q 
I -
<l) 
<l) '0 S 
:::: 
rJl S 0 Cd 
'0 0 
;:::s 
·s :a <l) ,.0 $:l '0 S ~ cI3 ...., <l) rJl 
S cI3 <l) '0 ...., Cd $:l I=l <l) rJl ~ <l) cI3 :::: ;g cI3 I-< ,Q $:l 'C <l) ...., I-< 0 ~ ;:3 <l) ~ :g 0 U1 o:l 0 o:l A ~ 
..... .... .27 .48 .27 .121 .48 .08 .08 .04 1$ 1. 82 
........ . ... .21 .37 .21 .09 .36 .06 .08 .04 1.42 
.............. .15 .26 .15 .07 .24 .04 .04 .02 .97 
.......... .27 .48 .27 .12 .48 .08 .08 .04 I 1.82 
.......... .31 .45 .25 .11 .56 .06 1.04 2.78 
............ . 25 .37 .21 .09 .36 .06 .96 2.30 
............ .25 .44 .25 .11 .44 .06 .08 .04 1.67 
............. .35 .63 .35 .15 .60 .08 .12 .04 2.32 
............. .41 .72 .41 .18 .68 .10 .12 .04 2.66 
............. .38 .50 . 29 .13 . 48 .08 .08 .04 1.98' 
.............. .28 .50 .29 .13 .48 .08 .08 .04 1.88 
.............. . 34 .59 .34 .15 .56 .08 .08 .04 2.18 
............ .35 .61 .35 .15 .60 .08 .08 .04 2.26 
.... .. .......... .36 .64 .36 .16 . 64 .10 .12 .04 2.42 
............ .31 .55 .31 .14 .52 .08 .08 .04 2.03 
.... .. .......... .34 .60 .34 .15 .60 .08 .08 .04 2.23 
....... . ..... .29 .50 .29 .13 .48 .08 .08 .04 1.89 
............... .21 .36 .21 .09 .36 .06 .04 .04 1.37 
"Total ... . .1$5.331 9.051 5.151 2.271 8.921 1. 341 1. 321 1. 661 .961$36.00 
Price per Ib.1 1-5c.1 3-5c.ll~c.1 Ie. I 4c.1 2c.1 4c.1 4c.1 4c·1 
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Table No. 22.-Egg Record Per Pen-1901-2. 
Pen 
1 . . .. . ..... 11 11 14 571 561 80 9211011 881 981 891 811 43 11 810 162-
2 ...... . ... \ 11 20 42 32 80 69 96 85 94 94 75 43 741 185 
3 . . .. ...... 14 9 33 42 53 67 77 70 69 49 55 33 571 191 
4 ..... . ..... 1 26 27 66 61 83 81 79 76 83 81 73 32 *768 *192' 
5 14 32 87 92 58 78 73 68 29 531 133 
6 :::: · .'.'.'.'.'.' 1 11 39 60 62 45 66 40 30 17 370 101 
7 .... ...... 11 48 68 71 69 66 82 71 51 3711 577 143:-
8 ...... .... 2 43 55 45 68 67 63 68 60 38 9 518 138 
9 .... ...... 11 51 87 97 92 89 68 60.14 569 142 
11 ...... .... 11 18 27 49 50 71 61 59 58 34 18 -9 465 117-
12 .... ...... 3 38 24 53 50 54 41 46 41 5 355 101 
13 ...... .... 2 18 38 64 65 85 69 79 49 7 476 119-
14 . . . . .. . ... • 37 50 68 86 90 86 86 70 28 10 611 153. 
15 ...... .... 4 17 74 83 85 71 69 71 28 9 511 128. 
16 .... ...... 8 19 30 55 47 53 63 59 22 44 9 409 102 
17 ...... .... 11 8 40 39 66 58 58 55 44 53 31 11 474 119 
19 .... ...... 21 34 44 48 76 87 97 83 92 88 54 17 741 171 
20 ...... .. .. II 26 24 28 59 761 83 71 70 78 54 12 11 581 145 
~--------~+--+--~~~~~~~~~O:~=~~ --
23 .... .. .... II I 71 191 231 181 181 131 131 51 II 1161 39 
*Pen 4-38 eggs before Nov. 1st. Were these included the record 
during the laying year wOllld be 806 eggs, or 201lh per fowl. 
,..; 
10 
..... 
UJ. 
8 
Z (il 
~ 
~ (il 
~ 
~ (il 
~ p:: 
8 
....:l 
~ 
o 
~ 
Table No. 23.-Value of Eggs in Cents.-1901-2. 
Pen I I I '5 I ..... Q).....; II ~ ~ :> c) ~ .0 ~ 'i:: ~ ~ b bI) 0. ...; ...., 1i> Z ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ ~ g ~ J5 <3 ~ ~ 
1 --- - --.231--~-f9- 1-:-i9 --.-93-1~0--.-92-1 i~10-1~f:-26-1-:22 .72 $ 11.35 $- 2-:27 
2 .23 . 42 .87 .53 1. 00 .69 1. 20 1. 06 1.17 1. 33 1.12 .65 10.27 2.57 
3 .... .. ..... . .29 .19 • . 69 .70 .66 .67 .96 .88 .86 .69 .83 .55 7.97 2.39 
4 ... . .... .. .. .54 .56 1. 38 1. 02 1. 04 ,.81 .99 .95 1. 04 1.15 1:10 .53 11.11 2.78 
5 ...... ...... .23 .40 .87 1.15 .73 .98 1.03 1.02 .48 6.89 .1.72 
6 .... .... .. .. .18 .49 .60 .78 .56 .83 .57 .45 .28 4.74 1. 29 
7 . . .. .. ...... .23 .80 .85 .71 .86 .83 1. 03 .1. 01 .77 .62 7.71 1. 93 
8 ........ ... . .04.89.92.56.681.84.79.85.85.57 .15 7.14 1. 90 
9 ...... ...... .18 .64 .87 1. 21 1.15 1.11 .96 .90 .23 7.25 1. 81 
11 . ... .... .. . . .23 .38 .56 .82 .63 .71 .76 .74 .73 .48 .27 .15 6.46 1.76 
12 .... .. .. .... .06 .63 .30 .53 .63 .68 .51 .65 .62 .08 4.69 1. 34 
13 ...... . . .... .04.38.63.80.65 1. 06 .86 .99 .69.11 6.21 1. 55 
14 . ... ........ .77 .83 .85 .86 1.12 1. 07 1. 07 .99 .42 .17 8.15 2.04 
15 ..... ... .. . . .08 .28 .92.83 1. 06 .89 .86 1. 01 .42 .15 . 6.50 1. 63 
16.. ... . .. . ... .17 .40 .50 .69 .47 .66 .79 .74 .31 .66 .15 5.54 1.39 
17.... . . ...... .23 .17 .83 .65 .83 .58 .73 .69 .55 .75 .47 .18 6.66 1.67 
19 .... ... . ... . .44 .71 .92 .80 .95 .87 1. 21 1. 04 1.15 1. 25 .81 .28 10.43 2.41 
20 ...... ...... .54 .50 '.47 .74 .76 1.04 .89 . 88 1.11 .81 .20 7.94 1.99 
23 ; ... . .. ..... .12 .24 .23 .23 .23 .16 .18 .08 1 1.47 .49 
Total . ....... '11-$ 2.361~1~1--U:-22113.59113.31117.75115.93 1 16.741 16 . 261 12.651 
Price of eggs . . 11 .25'1- · 2KI- ·-25-1- · 201 .151 .121 .151 .151 .151 .171 .181 
5. 57 11 $139 .101 
:-2-0lT~ 
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A RECORD OF "PEDIGREED" LAYERS. 1902-3. 
To show the influence of good breeding, or selection of layers ,.. 
-on egg yield, the record of a pen of White \ i\Tyandotte pullets in 
1902-3 is given herewith. 
There were five pullets in the pen, and the individual egg 
·record of each is given. Hens 237, 250 and 251 were full sisters 
whose dam laid 190 eggs as a pullet. The dam of 237 laid 220 
in her pullet year, and 306's dam laid 177 eggs. 
This pen averaged 189 eggs per fowl. The three sisters laid 
more than 200 eggs each. This shows that they excelled their 
·dam. The recor 1 of the sire's dam was not known, but the 
Inference. is that he was from good laying stock, otherwise his 
influence would have been to lower the yield of the three daugh-
ters. The record of this pen is very much above the a-verage 
yield of unselected layers. In our experiments 150 eggs a year 
would be about the average yield of well-kept White Wyandotte 
pullets. This pen shows an increased yield of 27 per cent, which 
can be very fairly attributed to improvement in breeding. If this 
can be accomplished in one year 's work it is very good evidence 
that much may be accomplished in a· few years by careful selec-
tion and mating. 
During this year the prices of both food and eggs were higher 
than in the preceding year. The value of the eggs laid averaged 
from $3.61 to $2.06 per fowl; and assuming that they all ate the 
same amount o.f food, the profit on food amounted to $1.06 for 
the poorest and $2.61 for the best. They produced eggs at an 
average of 6.4 cents per dozen. The eggs were worth a total of 
$15.05; deducting the cost of food leaves a balance of $10.05. 
The feeding of this pen was about the same as the feeding of 
the Wyandottes in the preceding year. The weight of food and 
cost of the same is g iven in table. 
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Table No. 24.-Egg Record-Pen 2-1902·3 
Hen No. · · ······· · ·· 1 233" I 251 I 237 I 250 I 306 II Total 
Dec ....... . ... . ..... 18 14 13 9 
Jan . ....... . ...... . 16 23 16 21 
0 I 54 
4 8() 
Feb . . ... ........... 12 19 19 20 15 85: 
March ......... ..... 18 15 23 23 21 100: 
April ........ ..... . 21 16 24 17 20 98 
May ...... ........ . 21 16 25 19 13 94 
June ...... ........ . 17 17 25 15 10 84 
July ..... . ......... 17 23 15 25 20 100 
August ........ ... . 16 20 24 13 21 94 
Sept . ..... . .. . .... .. 12 10 14 17 18 71 
Oct. ... .. .. ............... 2 18 19 15 0 .54 
Nov. . ......... .............. . 0 15 9 6 1 0 30 
Total ........ . ..... 1 170 I 206 I 226 I 200 I 142 
" 
944 
------------------
Table No. 25.-Value of Eggs Laid (in cents) 1902·3. 
Hen No. · .. ·· ....... 1 233 I 251 I 237 I 250 I 306 "Total 
Dec . ............. .. ...... . .45 --.-35--.-33 ----:23--. -00 $ 1.36 
Jan . ...... .. .............. . .33 .48 .33 .44 .08 1.66 
Feb . . ........ . .... 0 ...... .25 .40 .40 .42 .31 1. 78 
March ..... .............. .. .30 .25 .38 .38 .35 1.66 
Aprii ............ .......... .. .26 .20 .30 .21 .25 1.22 
May .................. ............ .. . 26 .20 .31 .24 .16 1.17 
June ........... ......... .. .21 .21 .31 .19 .13 1.05 
July ................ ...... ...... .. .21 .29 .19 .31 .25 1.25 
August .... .... .... .... .. .20 .25 .30 .16 .26 1.17 
Sept. ......... ....... .. .18 .15 .21 .26 
.
271 1.07 Oet. ......... ................ . .03 .30 .32 .25 .9() 
Nov. ............ ......... .. .00 .38 .23 .15 . .00 .55 
Total ..... '" ....... 1$ 2.6?1 3. 461 3. 611 3. 241 2 . 0611$ 15.05 
Cost of food ......... 1$ 1. 001 1.001 1. 001 1. 001 1.0011' 5.0() Per cent profit on food l 1681 246
1 
261
1 
2241 106 201 
Food cost per doz(cts) 7.1 5.8 5.3 6.0 8.4 6.3 
Profit ... ..... . ........ 1$ 1. 681 .2. 461 2. 611 2. 241 1. 0611$ 10.05 
Table No. 26.-Weight and Cost of Food. 
Whole Grain In Mash 
rn 
...., 
'"' 0 ~ ~ rn 
·s ~ 't:l ...., ...., Q> 
ro 
rn Q> 8 r:l ro Q> '2 Q> s:l s:l Q> rn rn 
.s:l 
...., 
'"' 
r:l ;g ro 
'"' 
.s:l ...., r:l ...., 
~ ro 0 0 '"' 0 ~ ro ~ 0 0 0 o:l rn o:l 0 0 E-t 
WeIght (lbs.) ...... ' 11641 561 311 531115911011 191 271 61 61 582-
Cost (cents) ........ 164 701 391 53 32 76 24 27 7 24 $5.1& 
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5 :-THE VALUE OF EXERCISE FOR LAYING HENS. 
Experiments have been continued on the proper amount 
Qf e)Cercise for laying hens. With Leghorns good results have 
been obtained by putting all the food in a box. The results 
do not show any special advantage in making Leghorn hens 
scratch for their grain in a litter of straw. 
In the case of those fed in boxes, there was straw on the 
floor of the pen, and this induced some exercise, and in the out-
side yard the fowls took more or less exercise. 
The best pen record we have had from Leghorns was made 
by a pen of pullets that laid an average of 19 1 1-3 eggs per fowl 
during the year, and this pen was given all their food in a box. 
This high record, however, was undoubtedly partly due to the 
fact that most of the pullets in the pen were bred from selected 
layers. It shows, however, that good records may be obtained 
by feeding the grain in boxes. Another pen of the same . age 
and also bred from good layers, but fed their grain in straw, 
averaged I85~ eggs per fowl. In the former pen one pullet 
laid 228 eggs, and one in the latter laid 221. In another pen on'e 
puUet fed in a box laid 201 eggs. 
For the first year's laying, or pullet year, the average re-
sults of all pens are slightly in favor of feeding the grain in the 
straw, but the difference .is so small that it may well be charged 
up to difference in individual capacity of the fowls. In a former -
report (Bulletin No. 67) it was shown that by averaging the 
first, second, and third years' laying the box method gave the 
the better results, the pen fed in a box averaging for the 
three years 1470 eggs per fowl, and the pen fed in straw. 132. 
In the first year the same pens laid 182 fed in straw and 158 fed 
in box. These results, with later observations, seem to indicate 
that with Leghorns the violent exercise induced by feeding the 
grain in straw increases the egg yield in the first year and de-
creases' it in subsequent years; in other words, it forces the hen 
to lay eggs during the first year that she otherwise, or under 
normal conditions, she would lay during subsequent years. In 
addition to the data given in the bulletin mentioned, it may be 
stated here that hen 131 that laid 201 eggs the first year when fed 
in the box, laid 241 the second year when fed in the straw. 
On the whole, the importance of making the hen "scratch 
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for every kernel of grain," is not borne out by the result of these 
tests with Leghorns. 
In 1900-1 a test was made · of feeding part of the grain in 
straw and part in a box, the last feed of the day being given 
in a box. The results are shown in table No. 27· 
A study of the individual records for 1900-1 will show that 
the results are more favorable for the box method of feeding 
than the averages show. If the poorest layer be taken out of 
pen I, fed in a box, the average for the pen would be 183 instead 
of 140 eggs per fowl; and for pen 2, fed in straw, omitting the 
poorest layer, the average would be 156 eggs per fowl. Omitting 
the poorest layer in pen 3, fed in a box, the average would be 175 
eggs per fowl. 
FED UNDER "FORCED IDLENESS." 
In 1901-2 a pen of three pullets, one a Brown Leghorn, one 
a White Plymouth Rock and one a White Wyandotte,. were , 
kept in a pen 20x7 feet, with a board floor. No straw or litter 
of any kind was kept on the floor, and the fowls were never out-
side the hquse. They laid 116 eggs during .the year, an average 
of 38..2-3 eggs per fowl. The Leghorn laid 52, the White Rock 
38, and the White Wyandott~ 33 eggs. These fowls showed 
weakness in their Jegs at times. The Leghorns seemed to stand the 
forced idleness better than the other breeds, th~ugh the effect 
was disastrous to the egg yield with all of them. This shows 
tHat absolutely no exercise is bad. On the other hand it has 
been shown that extreme or violent exercise is unnecessary if 
not harmful. The above, it must be remembered, refers to 
Leghorns. 
PLYMOUTH ROCKS AND EXERCISE. 
In 1901-2 the two methods of feeding the grain-in a litter 
of straw and in a box-were tested with Barred and White 
Plymouth Rocks. There were two pens of each. The results 
are shown in table No. 27 and are somewhat decisive in favor of 
f'Ceding the grain in straw. This is only one year's test, however, 
and should not be accepted as final. The larger breeds being 
less active in disposition probably require more exercise than 
the smaller and more active breeds. It is certainly true that 
Leghorns exercise themselves a great deal more than Plymouth 
Rocks, or the .larger breeds, when confined in yards. A Leghorn 
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·on being let out in the yard, will go round it, either walking or 
running or flying, probably tW0 or three times while the Plymouth 
Rock is making the same distance once. 
Table No. 27. 
HOW FED. 
1900-1 
Grain fed in box ................. 1 
Grain fed in straw ............... 2 
Night feed of grain in box .. , . . .. .. 3 
Grain fed in straw; mash at night. 4 
Grain fed in box ................. 5 
Night feed grain in box . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
Grain in straw ; mash at night ... .. 20 
1901-2 
Breed 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
R.C.Br. Leghorn 
Grain in straw; mash at night ... .. 
Night feed grain in box .......... . 
2 R.C.Br. Leghorn 
3 R.C.Br. Leghorn 
Grain fed in . str~w ............... , 
Grain fed in box ................ . 
Gra~n fed ~n box ................. 1 
'Gram fed m straw .............. . 
Board floor-no exercise ......... . 
8 B. P. Rocks 
12 B. P. Rocks 131 Wh. P. Rocks 
14 Wh. P. Rocks 
23 Mixed 
140 
160 
158 
132 
132 
140 
153 
18514 
1911-3 
129% 
1171-3 
119 
153 
382-3 
~ 
~ 
ui 
E-t 
Z 
r:i:l 
~ 
~ 
r:i:l p.. 
>:: 
r:i:l 
~ 
E-t 
..:1 
~ 
o p.. 
I 
Grain fed 
box 
o 
z 
'C 
~ 
Table No. 28.-Exercise-lndividu~j Records of Leghorn Pullets, 1900-1. 
in\'Grain fed inlNight feed Of/Grain in straWIGrain fed in lNight feed of I Grain in straw 
straw grain in box ma~~g~: at box grain in box Night mash 
o 
z 
'C 
:§ o z 
'C 
:§ o ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ Z ~ Z ~ Z ~ Z ~ 
00 00 100 00 00 , 00 00 
Q) bJl Q) bJl Q) bO Q) bJl Q) bO Q) bO Q) bO ~ I bJl ~ bO ~ bO ~ bO ~ b.o ~ bO ~ bO 
pj r:i:l pj r:i:l pj r:i:l ~ r:i:l ~ ril ~ r:i:l pj r:i:l 
'.- . -. - · 1 - i 29 1- 170" 1 136 1 142 154 1 157 159 1 115 1 170 1 113 226 1 138 1 234 1 151 
.. "'1 131 1 201 1 151 1 117 155 1 186 160 1 140 1 171 1 124 227 1 198 1 236 1 154 
. . . .. 133 11 152 207 156 182 166 143. 173 182 22.8 97 238 156 
" ... 135 178 *153 119 157 105 169 140 174 110 229 128 
'TOtalI--I- 558- 1--1- 58 5- 1--1- 630 -1-~1--1-5-29-1--1-5-6'1 1 1 461 
Avge. 1 1 140 1 1 160 1 1 158 1 132 1 1 132 1 1 140- 1--1- 15-4 -
*Hen 153 was in pen two-thirds of .year only, and the average is computed on basis of three and two-thirds hens. 
Table No. 29.-lndividual Records, 1901·2. 
Leghorn Pullets \ B. P. Rock Pullets 
- - - 1-------------
1 
Grain fed 'in] Grain fed in Grain . fed in I Grain fed 
straw I box straw box 
ci 
Z 
'C 
:§ ci Z 
'0 
:§ ci Z 
'0 
:§ ci Z 
'0 
:§ 
Who P. Rock Pullets 
in I Grain fed in ] Grain fed 
box straw 
ci 
Z 
'0 
:§ . '0 o ..... Z ~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ Q) b.O Q) b.O Q) b.O Q) b.O Q) bJ) Q) bJ) 
tIl ril :r: ril :r: ril :r: ril :r: ril :r: ril 
.. ... :u8 150 5 228 206 83 205 I 115 207 ~ --W-~9 
in l -~ 
. .. " 1 79 187 31 165 214 149 213 122 209 107 208 128 
. . ... 68 183 53 * 215 130 218 I * 211 119 210 136 
.. ... 26 221 25 181 217 156 216 115 50 131 212 141, 
Total-I--1-7411--1-574-1--1- 51 8- 1--1352-1--1- 4"f6 :- - ---;----:6:-:-1-:-4 - :1---~--
Avge. I I 185 I 1 191 I I 1291h1 I 117 I I 119 1531h1 
*Died. 
.... 
01 
!Xl 
ttl 
~ 
E 
1-3 
Z 
z 
9 
c.o 
~ 
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Table No. 30.-Exercise.-Average per Fowl. 
All Grain Fed in Straw. 
11896-711897-811898-911900-111901-21 Avge 
::-::N::-o-. -e-g-gs---=-la-=i:-:-d-. -.. -.-';---~18=2:';-1 1601 158 160 1851 169 
Value of eggs .. $ 1. 881$ 1. 911$ 1. 73 $ 1. 96 $ 2.57 
Food cost in cts. 
per doz. ... .. 4.1 5. 4.7 4.9 5.1, 
All Grain Fed in Boxes. 
11896-711897-811898-911900-111901-21 Avge 
No. of eggs laid. 158 167
1 
140 191 161 
Value of eggs ... $ 1.68 $ 1.81 $1.71 $ 2.39 
Food cost in cts. 
per doz . .... .. 4.6 4.91 5.2 4.3 r 
k :-THE RELATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT BREEDS. 
Which is the most profitable breed? is a question that is 
more frequently asked probably than any other. It is one, how-
ever, that a peaceably-inclined man hesitates about answering or 
expressing an · opmlOn upon. However, the writer ventures to 
give the results of several years' experiments with different 
breeds at this station, believing that they are of value as tending 
to show characteristic differences in egg-laying capacity. The ' 
relative merits, of course, .of the different breeds cannot be ac-· 
'Curately or definitely determined by any series of experiments, 
but they may serve to indicate some of he characteristic differ-
ences of different types of fowls. Our experiments show 
pretty conclusively that, so far as egg production is concerned, the 
<luestion of breeds is subordinate to the question of individuality. 
There are good and poor Jayers in all flocks, and the range between 
the good and the poor is very great, the records at our station 
showing a range of from no eggs a year to 242, and so far as 
these records show all breeds are alike in this respect. The dif-
ficulty in selecting the good layers of the flock for breeding stock 
is probably the cause of this condition. 
Our experiments have extended over a number of years, 
with a great number of individuals, as well as of different strains, 
of each breed, and it is believed that the average of these tests 
will afford some indication of .the relative egg-producing merits of 
the breed represented. 
The records given in table No. 31 are of pullets, or of the 
first year's laying. The breeds represented were Barred Plymouth 
Rocks, White W yandottes and rose comb Brown Leghorns. The 
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experiments with other breeds have not been continued long 
enough to warrant comparisons. 
In yearly egg yield, the table shows that the Leghorns and 
Wyandottes are practically equal, the former averaging 147 and 
the latter 149 per fowl. It will be seen that the lowest reco~d 
made by any pen of Leghorns was an average of 131 eggs PI r 
fowl, and the highest 191. The best record of Barred Plymou~ 
Rocks was 161 and the poorest 80, the average of all pens bein 
125. The best pen record of the White Wyandotte was 201 eg s 
per fowl and the poorest 101, the average of all pens being 14 . 
In value of eggs produced the Wyandotottes are slightly in t ~e 
lead. In cost of food, the Leghorns- consumed from 56 to 78 
cents worth of food per fowl during the year. The Wyandotte 
ate from 82 to $1.12 worth of food per fowl, and the Barred 
Plymouth Rocks from 57 cents to $I.26. The food cost of eggs 
laid by the Leghorns was from 4.I cents per dozen to 7.1 cents, -
averaging a trifle more than 5 cents per dozen. The eggs laid by 
Wyandottes cost from 6 cents to I2.9 .cents per dozen. The food cost 
of the eggs laid by the Plymouth Rocks was from 6.5 to I2.4 
cents per dozen. 
The table also shows the profit per hen on food eaten. This 
ranged from I6 .cents per fowl to 90 cents ' for Barred Plymouth 
Rocks, and averaged 5 I. I cents profit. With W yandottes it 
ranged from I9 cents to $1.78 per fowl and av~raged 88 cents. 
With Leghorns the poorest pen made a profit on food of 63 cents 
and the best pen a profit of $1.79, averaging $1.12 per fowl. 
The final test, the per cent profit on food, shows that the 
Leghorns made a profit on food eaten of from 80 per cent to 
246 per cent and averaged 170 per cent. The Wyandottes made 
a profit of from I7 per cent to 178 per cent and averaged 89. 
The Plymouth Rocks made a profit of from 22 per cent. to . 97 
per cent on food, and averaged 58. 
SOME DEDUCTIONS. 
The results given above apply only to the laying year. The 
cost of raising the hen to laying age is not taken into account, 
nor is the value of the hen at the end of the laying year. 
The cost of feeding the W yandottes was about 50 per cent 
more than the Leghorns. We have made no experiments. on the 
cost of raising the" chicks to )a) ing age, but assuming that the 
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Leghorn chick eats 20 cents worth of food up to laying age, it 
hould cost probably 50 per cent more to raise the Wyandotte, or 
say 30 ce~ts. For every pullet there will be a cockerel to raise at 
similar cost, and marketed. At five or six months of age the 
~yandotte cockerel will weigh about twice as much as the Leg-orn cockerel, and should bring about twice as much in the mar-t. The price received for cockerels will depend, of course, 
pon the condition of the markets in different sections, upon the 
eason of the year, and the methods used in handling and mar-
eting. The Wyandotte cockerel should bring 50 cents and the 
eghorn probably 30. At the end of the year the Wyandotte hen 
ill be worth about twice as much as the Leghorn hen in the 
narkets, or say 50 cents for the fo"rmer and 25 cents for the 
latter. This will make a total income from the ·Wyandotte of 
$2.88, and $2.32 for the Leghorn, including the valu~ of eggs laid 
and amount received for cockerel and hen. Deducting from this 
the cost of feeding the Leghorn cockerel, the pullet and the hen, 
or $1.05, there is left a profit of $1.27 for the Leghorn. On the 
same basis the cost of food for the Wyandotte cockerel, pullet 
.and hen would be $r .60, which deducted from the income, leaves 
a profit of $r .28. 
The calculation, of course, must be taken with reserve, as 
so much depends upon the prices of poultry and eggs, as well as 
of food. In city markets better prices could undoubtedly be ob-
tained for eggs than were received in our local market, our re-
sults being computed on local market prices. On the farm the 
food cost could be very much reduced. Chickens can be raised 
on the farm during the summer months at very little cost for 
food. 
There is another factor that should be taken into account in 
determining the relative value of the two breeds; that is, size 
or weight of eggs. In our local markets eggs are not graded as 
to size, and no premium is paid for large eggs. But in select 
markets the size of the egg must be taken into consideration, an(l 
of course where poultry are kept merely for the purpose of pro-
ducing eggs for the home table the size of the egg is important. 
Our experiments show two things in regard to size of 
eggs. (r) There is a characteristic difference in size of egg laid 
hy hens of different breeds; (2) there is a great var:ation in size 
of eggs laid by hens of the same breed. (See table 1\1 0 6.) 
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Regarding the first point, our weighings, covering a number of 
years with different strains of the two breeds, ShO'N. that thd 
Wyandottes during the first year of laying laid '=g-gs aVeraging) 
1.54 pounds per dozen, and the rose comb Leghorn., ahout I.37 
pounds per dozen, difference of .r7 pound. This means that 3 
Wyandotte eggs weigh as much as 13 Yz ~eghorn eg·g-3. The e 
are 30 dozen eggs in a case. According to our weighings a ca 1 
01 first year Wyandotte eggs should weigh 46.2 pounds, no 
counting the case, and a case of Brown Leghorn eggs 41. I pound. 
This is a differenq·. of 5.1 pounds. In other words it would tal 
33 .3~ dozen Legh6rn eggs to equal 30 dozen , Wyandotte eg 
in weight. 
During the second year the Wyandotte eggs averaged 16. 
pounds per dozen and the Leghorns 1.45, a difference of .23 
pound. This would be for a case of Wyandotte eggs 50.4 pounds 
and 43.5 for Leghorn eggs, a difference of about 7 pounds. 
The Wyandottes laid an averaage of 149 eggs each the first 
year. These at 1.54 pounds per dozen weighed Ig.I pounds. The 
Leghorns laid an average of 147 eggs during the first year. These 
at 1.37 pounds per dozen, weighed 16.8 pounds, a difference of 
2.3 pounds in favor of the vVyandottes. Though the two breeds 
laid practically the same number of eggs, the "" yandottes laid 
13 to 14 per cent greater weight of eggs than the Leghorns. In 
other words, the Leghorns should have laid 21 eggs more per fowl 
to equal the weight of the Wyandotte eggs. On this basis the 
profits finally result in favor of the Wyandottes. 
As to the variation in .size of eggs from hen~, of the same 
breed; our record shows (Table No.6) that Wyandottes varied 
from 1.26 pounds per dozen eggs to 1.72 pounds per dp~en during 
the first year of laying. During the second year they varied from 
' i·5I pounds to 1.96 pounds per dozen. The Leg l.1'Jrl1S during 
the second year varied from 1.27 to 1.50 pounds per dozen. White 
Leghorns d~ring the first year varied from 1.37 to T .S:5 pOLmds 
per dozen. The Barred Plymouth Rocks varied between 1.21 
and 1.86 pounds per dozen eggs. The Leghorns shcv.'e.d Jess 
variation in size of egg than Wyandottes or Plymo11th Hocks. 
This would be expected as the Leghorns are an older and V1rer 
breed and have therefore their characteristics more Lrmly es-
tablished. 
I 
\ 
J 
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Table No. 31.-R. C. Brown Leghorns-Averages per Fowl 
per Year. 
00 N r:l b.O 0 0 b.O tR 
<1> 
..., "0 ..., 
rt. r:l I-< "0 ~ b.O <1> <1>00 0 0 
""'''0 bj) 0 ~..., 0 1-<"0 0 · ..... 
<1> 1Effi ""' ~o ~ ...,~ 
I-< 
""' 
00 
0 0 
r:l ~.s 
<1> 0 0 0 
,.0 0 0 ..., <1> ~ 0 S :;j "0 "0 ~ ~ 0 0 0 I-< :;j 0 0 I-< <1> Z > r.:. r.:. il-4 Il~ 
1896-7 .... ..... . 137 $ 1.32 56 4.9 $ 0.86 135 
1896-7 ...... ... . 158 1.68 61 4.6 1.07 174 
1896-7 •. 0. ...... 182 1.88 62 4.1 1.26 203 
1897-8 ..... . .... 160 1.91 67 5.0 1.24 182 
1897-8 ...... ... . 157 1.81 64.4 4.9 1.17 185 
1897-8 ...... . .. . 165 1.78 60.5 4.4 1.17 194 
1898-9 .... ..... . 157 1. 65 61.4 4.7 1.04 169 
1898-9 ...... . . . . 158 1.73 61.9 4.7 1.11 180 
1898-9 .. . . . . ... . 136 1.46 60.9 5.4 .85 140 
1898-9 ... . .. ... . 139 1.49 67.8 5.9 
.
81
1 
120 
1898-9 .... ..... . 131 1.41 64.5 5.9 .77 119 
1898-9 . . . .. . ... . 157 1. 74 64.6 4.9 1.091 169 
1900-1 .... ..... . 140 1.71 61 5.2 1.111 182 
1900-1 ... . .. ... . 160 1. 96 66 4.9 1.30\ 197 1900-1 .... ..... . 158 1.85 64 4.7 1.21 189 
1900-1 ...... ... . 132 1.41 78 7.1 
.
63
1 
80 
1900-1 .. . . .. . .. . 135 1.54 61 5.4 .92 151 
1900-1 ...... ... . 140 1. 61 65 5.6 .96 146 
1901-2 .... ..... . 162 2.27 79 5.6 1. 481 187 1901-2 ...... ... . 185 2.57 78 5.8 \ 1. 79 217 1901-2 .... ..... . 191 2.39 69 5.1 1. 701 246 
Average ....... · 1 1471 1$ 1.10! 170 
Table No. 31.-Continued. Barred Plymouth Rocks. 
1896-7 
1897-8 
1897-8 
1898-9 
1898-9 
1898-9 
1898-9 
1900-1 
1901-2 
1901-2 
80$- .796 3 9.41$ .161 25 
105 1.11 57 6.5 .54 97 
127 1. 28 72 6.9 .56 77 
147 1.51 88 7.2 .63 71 
130 1. 37 87 8.0 .50 57 
145 1.52 92 7.6 .60 65 
120 1.19 90 9.0 .29 22 
162 1.92 102 7.5 .90 88 
138 1. 90 126 11. 0 .64 51 
101 1.34 105 12.4 .291 27 
Average ........ 1- 1251-- 1-- --- 1 $-:-51~11-53 
Table No. 31.-Continued. White Wyandottes. 
1898-9 ... . ...... 138 $ 1. 44 82 7.1 $ .62 76 
1900-1 ...... ... . 138 1. 62 99 8.6 .63 . 64 
1900-1 ... . ...... 166 2.11 103 7.4 1.08 105 
1900-1 ...... ... . 175 2.15 99 6 . 8 1.16 117 
1901-2 ... . . ..... 201 2.78 100 6.0 1. 78 178 
1901-2 .. . .. . . . . . 133 1. 72 112 10.1 .60 54 
1901-2 .. . . ..... . 101 1. 29 110 12.9 .19 17 
1901-2 ....... . . . . 143 1. 93 95 7.9 .98 103 
- -Average .... . ... [ 1491 1$ .881 89 
163. 
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7:-THE 1\10ST PROFITABLE AGE OF THE HEN. 
FIRST AND SECOND YEAR RECORDS, OR PULLETS VS. HENS, 
Out experiments in previous years on the most pt'ofital~le 
age of the hen, as reported in Bulletin No. 67, showed average 
pen results as follows for Leghorn hens: First year, c.verage per 
hen, 164 eggs; second year 126 eggs. These were aye rages of 
pens and do not show whether the rule holds good of all hens. 
Since the" above results were published, records of ~ numher 
of individual hens of different breeds have been compleb~ 1 for 
two years and in some cases three and four years. These' record~ 
show that in exceptional cases more eggs are laiq the second year 
than the first, though the average of all individual records bear~ 
out the former conclusions that the first year is the most profit-
able year. They show that there is a question of individuality in-
volved. Hen No. 131, for instance, laid 241 eggs the second year 
and 201 the first. Hen No. ISS laid 197 the second year and 186 
the first; hen No. 68 laid 185 the second year and 183 the first. 
Averaging-the results of all individual hens for which we have 
two years' records, we have the following: Thirteen Brown 
Leghorns laid an average of 193 " eggs the first year per hen and 
157 the second, as shown in table No. 32; four White Leghorns 
averaged 183 the first year al}d 95 the second; five Barred Ply-
mouth Rocks averaged 154 eggs the first year and IIO the second; 
sixteen White Wyandottes averaged 170 the first year and II I 
the second; three White Plymouth Rocks averaged 192 the first 
year and 129 the second. 
There were forty-one hens of the different breeds for which 
records are complete for two years, and we find that they averaged 
178 eggs per fowl the first year and 125 the second, or forty per 
cent. more the first year than the second. 
Whether there is a characteristic difference in the different 
breeds in this regard,our experiments have not been continued long 
enough to form a basis for condusion. The records, show, how-
ever, that individualism must be taken into account, in a few 
cases more eggs being laid the second year than the first. This 
raises the question as to whether by proper selection of breeding 
stock it is not possible to establish a strain of fowls that will lay 
as well the second year as the first. 
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These results refer to yearly records. It is not impossible 
that the hen laying the fewer eggs is the most profitabl~ hen; 
it is even possible that the poorer layer by laying a larger pro-
portion of eggs in winter, when prices are high, than the heavy 
layer, will be the most profitable. The question is therefore im-
portant as to whether the hen or the pullet is the better winter 
la) er. 
The forty-one individual hens whose records are given in 
table' No. 32 laid 916 eggs as pullets before February 1st, and as 
year-old hens they laid only 437 to the same date. This would 
show that the p.ullets not on~ lay more eggs during the year than 
the hens, but they lay a larger proportion of them in winter than 
the hens. 
The" reader is cautioned here not" to draw any conclusions 
from this test other than that as to the relative value of the hen 
in her first and second) ears of laying. It is not a breed test and 
no possible conclusion can be drawn "from the records as to 
the relative value of the different breeds. We give the data for 
those hens only that have two years' complete records. A great 
many hens with poor records the first year were dropped out the 
second and this of course raises the average yield above what 
it would be if records had been kept for all the hens for the two 
years and included in this report. 
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Table No. 32. 
\ Number of Eggs Laid 
0 
Z Breed 
s:1 
Q) 
:r: 
'71 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
72 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
129 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
131 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
152 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
155 R.C. Brown Leghorns . 
173 R.C. Brown Leghorns . • 
238 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
26 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
5 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
68 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
25 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
79 R.C. Brown Leghorns. 
Average 1 
9 S. C. White Leghorns. 
10 S. C. White Leghorns . 
87 S. C. White Leghorns. 
83 S. C. White Leghorns . 
J\veragel 1 
177 IWhite Plymouth Rocksl 
178 White Plymouth Rocks 
47 White 'Plymouth Rocks 
.Average 1 1 
115 B. Plymouth Rocks .. . . 
118 B. Plymouth Rocks .. . . 
120 B. Plymouth Rock s .. . . 
124 B. Plymouth Rocks . . . . 
213 B. Plymouth Rocks . . .. 
.Average 
a r-. 
r-. Q) CI3 
CI3 :>. Q) Q) :>. 
:>. '0 
~ § '0 ';! Ul r-. 
r-. C) :a ~ 0 i:i: Q) 8 8 Ul 
202 1531 
202 129 96 427 
170 30 0 200 
201 241 126 568 
207 185 136 500 
186 197 117 354 
182 172 348 
156 192 385 
221 164 398 
228 170 368 
183 185 
181 152 
187 75 
1931 1571 941 
169 106 275 
199 126 325 
203 113 316 
161 34 195 
1831 951 
1741 1481 322 193 133 326 
209 106 315 
1921 1291 I 
145 - - 26---m 1 
145 40 185 
144 1 16 260 
212 1 81 393 
'122 8'6 208 
154 1 
- -
10 
30 
50 
06 
92 
15 
21 
85 
27 
76 
21 
29 
61 
04 
- -42 
- 388 101 White Wyandottes ... . 216 1 
195 White Wyandottes . . . . 190 1 118 458 
189 White Wyandottes ... . 190 1 54 350 
190 White Wyandottes . .. . 207 47 346 
191 White Wyandottes .... 159 1 274 
184 White Wyandottes .. . . 149 1 81 351 
185 White Wyandottes . .. . 121 67 273 
186 White Wyandottes .... 147 1 87 361 
187 White Wyandottes . . . . 174 250 
23 White Wyandottes .... 177 1 298 
30 IWhite Wyandottes ... . 208 1 
48 White Wyandottes ... . 201 1 
67 White Wyandottes . . .. 160 1 
90 IWhite Wyandottes . . . . 155 
16 White Wyandottes .. . . 115 
203 White Wyandottes ... .. 150 ~~I 99 
337 
362 
264 
229 
202 
249 
J\verage l 1701 1iil 711 
J 
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8:-RELATIVE VALUE OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF 
ANIMAL FOOD. 
9:-VALUE OF FAT IN POULTRY FOOD. 
It is generally understood among good poultrymen that hens 
should have animal food as a part of the ration for good results 
in egg production. In what form it should be fed, is a disputed 
question. It is known that fresh bones or meat scraps from the 
butchers give good results ; but the supply is not always adequate . 
and the poultryman is not always situated near enough to the 
butcher's shop to get a fresh supply from that source. 
Dur:ing the year 1901-2 a comparative test was made of three 
different kinds of animal food; namely, meat meal, a by-product 
of the packing houses; milk albumen, a by-product of the milk 
sugar factories, and fresh meat scraps from the butchers. 
There w:ere four pens of White Wyandotte pullets in the 
test, four in each pen. 
Pens 4 and 7 were fed fresh meat scraps; 
Pen 5 was fed meat meal; 
Pen 6 was fed milk albumen. 
MEAT MEAL. 
Pens 4 and 5 were of like age, and the conditions throughout 
the experiment were as nearly alike as it was possible to make 
them. As explained on page 144 the question of individuality was 
largely eliminated. So far as ancestry was concerned the two pens 
should have laid about the same number of eggs. They were 
fed alike in all respects, except as to the kind of animal food fed. 
Pen 4 had fresh meat scraps, and pen 5 meat meal. The meat 
scraps were fed three times a week. The meat meal was fed in 
the mash every day. 
The chemical composition of the fresh meat scraps alld of the 
meat meal is radically different, as may be seen by reference to 
page 169. Fat and ash constitute a much larger proportion of 
the former than of the latter. It is reasonable to suppose that this 
difference in composition will produce difierent results. 
Pen 4 (See table 33) averaged 201~ eggs per fowl during 
laying year and 192 during the experimental year, while pen 5 
averaged 133 during the laying year. This is very much in favor 
of-the fresh meat scraps as against the meat meal. It is possible, 
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of course, that the results_ would be different if the meat meal 
was fed in some other way, or with a different combination of 
other foods. The conclusion applies only where fowls are fed 
as these were fed. 
Any explanation of this great difference in results must b 
largely conjecture. It is evidently not a question of nutritive 
ratio, for the protein ratio in each was very nearly alike, th~ 
narrower ratio giving the poorer results in this case. The great 
demand is for protein, and yet the smaller amount of protein gave 
decidedly the better results. The greatest difference, however, in 
the food consumed is in the amount of fat , there being over 40 per 
cent more fat in the fresh meat scraps ration than in the meat meal 
ration. It is possible that the deficiency of fat in the meat meal ra-
tion is responsible for the showing. 
It is interesting to note, in this connection, that the ' Massa-
chusetts Experiment Station found that meat meal or animal meal 
gave better results when fed with a ration composed largely of 
corn than when fed with a wheat ration, indicating that the de-
ficiency of fat in the animal meal was supplied by the corn, which 
contains considerably more fat than wheat. 
MILK ALBUMEN. 
A comparison of milk albumen and fresh meat scraps (or 
bones) was made with pens 6 and 7. These pens were no: in as 
good laying condition as pens 4 and 5, and as good egg records 
were not expected; but the pullets were divided as fairly as pos-
sible, so that the results show fairly well the relative value of 
the two different rations fed. 
Milk albumen contains very little fat, (See page 169) less 
than meat meal, but has more ash. Pen 6 fed milk albumen 
averaged 101 eggs per fowl, and pen 7, fed fresh meat scra)J5 .• 
143.0 eggs. 
Here, as in pens 4 and 5, the pen having the most fat in food 
laid the most eggs. -Pen 7 had 80 per cent more fat than per! 6. 
In the other test, the pen having the most ash in food laid the 
most eggs ; in this test the reverse is true. But they both agree 
in that the pens having the most fat in food produced the 
most eggs. 
It is worthy of note that in these tests the different pens 
oonsumed practically the same total amount of food. Taking . 
/ 
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the pens together, those having fresh meat scraps ate 75.6 lbs food 
and averaged 1670 eggs per fowl; the other two pens averaged 
75.6 lbs food and 117 eggs per fowl. This shows that heavy food 
consumption does not necessarily indicate heavy laying. It also 
shows that there is a great waste of food when the ration is not 
properly compounded or "balanced." 
The experiment shows that meat meal or animal meal, a by-
product of the packing houses, and milk albumen, a by-product 
of , the milk sugar factories, are inferior to fresh meat scrap~, or 
cut bones, for egg production. 
Tabfe No. 33.-Averages per Fowl.-1901-2. 
~ 
CD 
til 
'til S CD ;::j 
~ CD .c 
0 S 'til ~ 
-
...., ~ til ~ CD 
'C CD ~ ~ CD ~ 0 ~ o:l 
Number of eggs laid 
·····1 201%1 133 1 101 1431h Fat in food, lbs ......... .. 5.6 3.9 3.0 5.5 
Ash in food, lbs. ......... 4.9 2.8 3.9 3.3 
Protein in food, lbs. ...... 13.5 15.4 13.9 13.0 
Nitrogen-free extract ..... 50.2 50.1 50.9 48.4 
Fiber ...... . .... ... ... . 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.5 
Total ........ .. ......... I 77.9 1 76.0 II 75.2 1 73.7 
Protein ratio ...... . ..... 1 1: 4.9 IT:4TII1:4.4fl:4:""9-
Table No. 34.-Monthly Individual Egg Record.-1901-2. 
Pen 4-Cut Bones Pen 5-Meat Meal I /p en 6- Milk Albumen II Pen 7-Cut Bones 
1901-2 I 'I I I '2 I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ '2 tIS ..0 ....., C'I M ~ I ...., ...t< M 0 00 0 0 0 0 "" l ~ I ~ C'I 00 0 0 ,...; C'I M 
"" 
E-I C'I C'I C'I E-I ,...; 
"" 
E-I , t-
...t< ~ 0) E-I 
Nov . ..... . . ..... . 15 I 111 I 26 1 I I I 
" 
I I II I I I I Dec . . .. . . ...... . . . 0 11 16 27 I I I I Jan . . . . ... .. .... .. 18 15 16 17 66 I 11 ! 
Feb . . ........ ... .. 19 13 13 16 61 141 14 4 7 11 16 2 22 8 48 
March ... ..... .... 18 25 19 21 83 14 11 31 4 32 16 10 13 0 39 18 20 10 20 68 
Aprl . .. . .......... 18 20 20 23 81 23 20 2 -1. 1 20 87 23 14 23 0 60 18 19 11 23 71. 
May . . .... .. . .. . .. 14 17 22 26 79 26 gl 241 21 92 23 11 24 0 58 15 14 18 ' 22 C9 June ... . ..... .. . .. 20 16 18 22 761 17 121 171 58 15 11 19 0 45 16 20 14 16i GG July . .. . .. .. . , ..... 20 20 19 U 83 23 171 23j 15 78 20 23 23 0 66 17 21 23 21 82 August ... . . . . . . . . 17 22 20 22 81 17 17 191 201 
m 
14 16 20 . 0 40 18 17 17 19 71 
Sept . . . .. ......... 17 18 19 19 73 22 31 211 221 10 20 0 30 11 14 11 15 51 Oct .. . . . . ..... . ... 10 11 11 32 8 I 101 11 c18 0 18 13 6 7 11 37 
-
- - - ~ 
Total ... . ......... 1 2201 1771 2081 2011 806 11 1501 1011 1501 1301 53111 1151 . 921 1601 01 367 11 -1531 1331 1331 1551 574 
a-Hen 14 laid 8 eggs in Sept., 1901, and 26 in Oct., and these are included in the total. 
b-Hen 30 laid 4 eggs in Oct., 1901, and are counted in the total. 
c-Hen 67 laid 1 egg in Nov., 1902, and it is counted in October. 
-
.... 
..;J 
? 
to 
d 
~ 
~ 
~ 
Z 
z 
9 
0:0 
~ 
------
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L AT E R T E T. 
Since the above was written , another test, made during the 
foll owing year, has been completed. In this test two pens of 
White Ro~k pullets were used, five in each pen. Pen 16 received 
meat meal, and pen 17 fresh meat scraps or cut bones. 
Table No. 35 gives the nutrients eaten by e~ch pen. There 
was a male in each pen about one-sixth of the year. On account 
of the death of one hen in pen 17" there were only four pullets 
in that pen during the last four months of the year. This pullet 
had be n sick for some time previous and had laid only 49 eggs. 
If thi s hen is taken into account the average number of eggs 
laid per f.O\y l would be 133. If the record of this hen is eliminated 
the average per fO\'\' l fo r the pen would be 154, against II9 for 
the meat meal pen. s the sickness and death of the hen did 
not appear to be due to the ration f.ed, her record should probably 
be eliminated in discussing the merits of the two rations. 
Table No. 36 gives the individual records by months of the 
two pens. It is seen from thi s table that the individual records, 
with the exception of that of hen 259, which died, wer~ very niuch 
better for the pen fed fresh meat scraps than for the meat 
meal pen. . 
It will be noticed that the greatest difference in the yield of 
the two pens was in the winter month~ . This agrees with the 
previous year's trial. 
Table I o. 3S gives the average number of eggs laiJ per 
fowl during the ) ear, the chemical constituents of food con-
sumed, and the nutritive, or, more properly, the protein ratio 
of each. 
A study of this table will show that the results agree very 
dosely with those of the previous year's experiment in showing 
that the pen having the fresh meat scraps or bones gave decidedly 
·a better egg yield tban that having the mea meal. There is also 
a striking coincidence in the resu.lts of the two years in that the 
pen that gave the better results was the pen having the larger 
proportion of fat as well as of ash in the· food . In a third 
respect this test agrees with that of the previous year in showing 
that the securing of a good egg yield is not necessarily a question 
of nutritive ratio. The ratio was a narrow one in each case, but 
the wider of the two in each year gave the better results . This 
must not, however, be construed as indicating that a wide ratio 
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is better than a narrow one. It does, however, show that a gen-
erous supply of fat in the food, or the feeding of foods rich in fat ,. 
which means of course a wider ratio, is not a disadvantage in an 
'egg ration. 
The relative importance of fat and ash is not ver) clear from 
these tests, but as the fowls had access at all times to oyster shells, 
and could in that wCl;y make good any deficiency of ash in the ration, 
it wou.ld appear that it was ~ore a question of fat than of ash; 
but no conclusion should be drawn from this until further tests 
are made. It is true that in the mill< albumen test the pen having 
the larger amount of ash in the food gave the smaller egg yield, 
but the ash was in a different form and for that reason probably 
not comparable. 
Pen 2 of White Wyandotte pullets, I9Q2-3, made the best 
average laying . record for that year, and the record is added, to 
table No. 35 to afford opportunity of comparison with the vVhite 
Plymouth Rock pullets pens. It will be seen that the chemical 
composition of the food eaten approaches very nearly that of 
pen I7, both pens receiving cut bones instead of meat meal. The 
·amount of fat and ash an~ the protein ratio are praCtically the 
same in each case. The difference in the egg record is accounted 
for by the fact that the Wyandotte pullets were from selected 
stock, bred to lay. 
Table No. 35.-Averages per Fowl.-
1902-3. 
No. eggs lald·1 II91 1541' J89 
Fat in food,lbs. 3.31 5.44 5.31 
Ash in food ... 2.5 1 4.92 4.75 
, Protein in food 13.45 13.00112.86 
Nitrg'n-free ex. 52 .35 54'.43 15-4.55 
Fib£r ........ 3·79 4. 13 3.91 
Total ........ 75.4418I.9218I.27 
Protein ratio .. 1 :4.71 I :5.41 1 :5.5 
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Table No. 36.-Monthly Individual Egg Record. 
Pen· 16, Meat Mea.! II Pen 17, Cut Bones. 
~~~-------=~~~= 1_9_0_2-_3 ____ 124012491263135'91360ITotal I1239 1257 1261125913021Total 
¥£~:~:~ ••.• ·i~ ••• ·i ... ... · ·i~ 'i~ .~:. J •••• J" ~~ 
February .. ... 15 4 6. . . 7 32 6 13 181 16 31 fi6 
March . ... .... 14 16 9 10 6 55 14 12 19 111 10 66 
April .... .. ... 11 14 20 17 21 93 6/ 171 221 131 241 82 
May .... . ..... 18 18 24 22 24 106 27 20 · 23 91 211 100 
June .... . . ... 12 14 20 13 22 81 25 16 211.' ' 1 231 85 
July .. . . . . . ... 10 18 19 3 22 72 23 201 16... 22 81 
A ugust .... ... 9 10 19 16 23 771 18 15 24 ... 221 79 
September .. . . 10 21 15 1 20 67 17 31 221" ' 1 17 59 
October ...... 1 ... 1 .. . 1 3 .. . 21 5." ... 11 ... 3 14 
Total . .. . . .. . . 1113111511371 8211471 594 11 154113611821 4911451 666 
The importance of these results, though they should be taken 
with some reserve until further confirmed, is in the fact that they 
appear to indicate that in feeding for eggs t.he poultryman will be 
able to accomplish with cheap fat, or cheap foods rich in fat, what 
he has been vainl) striving to accomplish with ex-pensive protein. 
The original purpose of these experiments was to test the 
relative value of the tv. a sources of animal food-fresh meat 
scrap, or what are more commonly called cut bones, and animal 
meal or meat meal as put up by the packing houses-the question 
of fat and ash being merely an incident, though the incident may 
prove to be of great importance in the -final determination of a 
good egg ration. 
DIGESTION EXPERIMENTS WITH POULTRY. 
That the fat of food plays an important part in the dietary 
of chickens is emphasized by the results of "Digestion Experiments 
with Poultry" made by E. W. Brown, Ph. D., Bureau of Animal 
Industry, U. S. Department of ~griculture. These experiments 
are reported in Bulletin No. 56 of the Bureau of Animal Industry, 
a copy of which has just been received. The object of the experi-
ment was to ascertain the digestibility of corn, wheat, oats and 
meat when fed to chickens. It is known by chemical analysis 
that wheat contains less· than half as much fat as corn. It was 
found by Brown that the "digestibility of the crude fat of wheat 
is conspicuously less than that of corn and oats; this fact may at 
least in part account for the untoward results of a sole wheat 
diet." The "untoward results" mentioned refer to the fact that 
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the hens on an exclusive wheat diet suffered from digestive dis-
turbances, which was not noted with the hens fed corn ex-
clusively. 
10 :-FEEDI JG COLOR INTO THE EGG. 
I t has been observed by poultry keepers that the yolk of eggs 
laid by hens in winter is frequently very pale in color. This has 
also been noted in !he eggs laid by hens in our experiments. The 
color approaches that of a lemon, while the normal co.lor is more 
that of a ripe orange. Such eggs are not classed as select, which 
of course affects their salable value. 
To determine whether the color of yolk is affected by food, 
several tests were made during the past .winter, 1904, at the Sta-
tion. On February 9th pen 6 of White Plymouth Rocks, had 
lucern (alfalfa) leaves added to their ration. The leaves were 
fed dry, being thrown on the floor of the pen daily. None of the 
other twenty-five pens were given any. The green food consisted 
of sugar beets .. Pen 6 had sugar beets also. 
On February 27th an examination was made of the eggs laid 
by this pen, and it w;as found that the yolks were uniformly 
normal in calor, while the eggs from the other pens continued 
to have yolks uniformly pale in color. The pens were not all fed 
the same ration, but the only ration that produced eggs of normal 
color was the one with lucern leaves. 
Pen 5 as we.ll as pen 6 were fed a corn ration; that is their 
principal grain was corn; the other pens had more wheat than corn .. 
The c?rn was a mixture of white and yellow, the white kernels. 
predominating, it being impossible to get any other kind in this 
market. This corn did not seem to affect the color of the yolk~ 
as the eggs from pen 5 were of the same pale color as the other 
pens ·on the wheat ration. 
Pen 14 was fed skimmed milk in place of meat scraps and 
cut bones which the other pens received. The eggs from this pen 
were of the prevailing pale calor. 
On March 1st the feeding of lucem leaves to the following 
pens began: Nos. 2, 5, 7, 8, 25 and 28. On March 9th pens 9 
and I I were added to the lucern pens, and on March 14th pens. 
14, IS, 18, 20 and 22 were added. 
On March 18th, eighteen days after t4e feeding of lucern 
began, pen 5 on the corn ration, and pens 7, 8, 25 and 28 on 
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the wheat ration, were producing eggs with yolks of normal color L 
Pens 3, 10 and 27, without lucern leaves, continued to lay eggs. 
of the original pale color. 
On April 5th the eggs from pens 3, 10 and 27 were still pale' 
in color. On this date they wer~ turned out into the yards which 
had a good growth of green grass, lucern and clover, and onr 
April 16th they were laying eggs with yolks of good color. 
It was not noted that there was any difference in color of 
yolk from different breeds, nor did there appear to be any differ-
ence due to individuality. The color of shell is a question of in-
dividuality, but the proper color of yolk'is a question of food. 
II :-INCUBATOR EXPERIMENTS. 
I2:-EVAPORATION OF EGGS DURING INCUBATIONL 
The egg is constantly losing weight during the process of in-
cubation. The amount of evaporation or loss may be controlled,. 
to a certain extent by the operator of the incubator. The operator, 
in obedience to the directions that come with the machine, looks. 
at the air space in the egg at stated intervals during the hatch to-
see if the eggs are "drying down" fast enough, this fact being as-
certained by comparing the air space in the egg with that shown 
on a diagram that comes with the directions for operating., 
If the air space is not large enough, the ventilators will be opened 
wider; or if too large, they will be closed, or moisture .may be 
added to check evaporation. We have found this to be an un-
reliable method. The difficulty was in getting the air space large 
enough, as shown by the diagram, when, in point of fact, there 
was too great an evaporation, as afterwards was shown. The 
eggs were submitted to weighing, and it was found that instead 
of the evaporation being too small, it was really too great when 
compared with the weights of eggs under hens. 
At first the eggs were weighed every three days; in later ex-
periments every six days. About two dozen eggs, taken from dif-
ferent parts of the incubator, were weighed, one at a time, at stated 
periods and the weights recorded. In later tests all the eggs in 
the incubator were weighed by placing the trays on the scales. 
The last weighing was made at the end of eighteen days. In some 
of the tests the ventilators were open at different widths, though 
Hever wide open; in others, they were closed. In some tests, no-
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moi ture was used; in others, it was used during part of the hatch; 
in till others throughout the ?atch. In some of the tests the floor 
which is the ground, basement floor) was sprinkled so as to keep 
it damp to assist in checking evaporation or loss of weight. At 
Jimes it was so wet that the water would stand in little pools. In 
addition to this, a bucket of water was kept sta'nding under and 
near the lamp of the incubator. Then again, some of the tests 
were made during damp weather, and often the atmosphere out-
side would be saturated. At these times, the conditions as to 
humidity 'would approach those of the humid sections of the 
country. 
Taking the average of all the tests, it was found that the loss 
in weight of the incubator eggs was greater than that of the 
eggs under natural incubation. The loss :in anyone case did not 
fall below the average loss under the hens. 
The average loss in weight in all the incubator tests was 
18.4 per cent in eighteen days, while of the eggs under hens the 
average of all te~ts was 15 per cent. 
It did not seem to be a question of moisture or no-moi~­
ture machines; the results were practically the same with both. 
By closing the ventilators entirely in the no-moisture machines 
the lowest per cent loss was 17.3, and in the moisture machines, by 
closing the ventilators almost entirely and running the moisture 
pans full throughout the hatch, the loss was still above 17 per 
cent. 
o far we have discussed averages. Let us see how much 
the loss varies with different eggs or eggs laid by different hens, 
and set under different hens, and what relation the loss in weight 
bears to good hatches. The table No. 39 shows that the greatest 
per cent loss was 24. This was from eggs laid by hen 124 and set 
under hen o. 3 on IVlay 22, 1902. There were seven hatches 
made from eggs .laid by this hen, one in 1901 and six in 1902. 
In one hatch the loss was 16.3, the highest was 24 per cent, and tr.t: 
average of the seven was 20-4 per cent. The lowest per cent loss 
of any hatch was from eggs laid by hen I and set under hen 101 
on June 13, 1902. The loss was 10.7 per cent, and the hatch was 
good, the chicks showiIlg a fair degree of vigor .. , In another 
hatch from same eggs but under a different hen the loss was 1'7.1 
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per c nt, and the hatch was good ; another showed a loss of 16. I 
per cent from same eggs. 
It will be seen, that the loss varies, depending upon the klm-l 
of eggs that are incubated and the hen that incubates them. H en 
124 was a heavy layer, having laid 212 eggs as a pullet, but her 
eggs are clearly defective in some way. T~·le porous nature of the 
shell probably accounts for the unusuall."v high per cent loss. 
Some of the hatches from these eggs wer~ good, some fair al Ief 
some poor. It was noted that the chicks \;\.",.' re rather weak~ m;l l1 y 
of them died. This would indicate that excessive evapon tion 
of the egg during incubation injures the vitality of the chicle 
A study of the table will show that eggs from certain hens 
lose weight more rapidly than others. Eggs laid by hen 195, for 
example, lost 14.3 per cent, while under the same sitter (No.3) 
eggs from hen 124 lost 24 per cent. Sitter 73, set March 5th on 
eggs from two hens-124 and .195. Loss on former was 20 per cent 
and on latter 13.6 per cent. There are, of course, also differences 
in sitters in "drying down" the eggs. For example, eggs tinder 
sitter No. 100 showed a loss of 17.1 per cent, while eggs from 
the same hen under another sitter, No. 101 , lost 10.7 per cent. 
It was also found that when eggs laid by the same hen or hens 
were placed some in the incubator and some under hens, those in 
the incubator lost more in weight than those under the hens. 
It will be noticed that the loss in weight increases as the hatch 
progresses . In table N o. 39 it is shown that during the first 
six days the eggs incubated under hens lost an average of 4.71 
per cent; during the second six days the loss was 5.45 per cent, 
and during the third six days the loss was 6.21 per cent. From 
a study of these data it might be laid down as a guide for incubator 
operators that the figures 4, 5, and 6 be used to indicate the per 
cent loss during the three periods, namely, the IS\ , 2nd, and 3rd 
periods of six days each. At t~le end of six days the eggs should 
have lost about 4 per cent of their weight. During the next six 
days they should lose about 5 per cent, and during the third 
period there should be a loss of about 6 per cent. 
We have been unable, thus far, to reduce the loss in the in-
cubators to those figures. The average results have been as fol-
lows, as will be seen in Table No. 37: 1st 6 days, 6.1 per cent; 
2nd 6 days, 6.2 per cent ; 3rd 6 days, 7.1 per cent loss. 
The weight of the eggs when set is given in grains. From 
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the weighings it is not noted that there is any appreciable dif-
ference in per cent loss b~tween sma.1l eggs and large eggs, or 
eggs from different breeds: 
In these tests there were a large. number of eggs weighed . 
The table reports the weighings of 38 hatches under hens during 
the spring of 1902. That represents about 400 eggs that wer~ 
weighed separately. Each egg was weighed four times. during 
the hatch. In the spring of 1901 there were some fourteen hatches 
weighed, but the weighings were not as complete as those of the 
past season. There were about a dozen incubator hatches weighed 
during the two seasons. 
Table No. 37.-Artificial Incubation.-Rate of Evaporation. 
Per cent lost in weight. 
til I til 
til » » 
Date set » ro 
ro 
Incubator ro 'C 'C til 
'C » 
~ ~ ~ ro 
'C 
-+-' 'C 'C 
til ~ ~ 00 
rl C'I M rl 
(1) A-Moisture .... . ... ...... IMar. 19, 1901.. 6.47 6.78 7.12 19.0 
2 A-Moisture .. .... .... ... .. . May 11, 1901.. 5.72 6.12 6.93 17.7 
3 A-Moisture . .. .. ... . ..... .. June 7, 1901.. 6.35 6.31 7.05 18.5 
(1) B-no Moisture ........... Mar. 19, 1901.. 6.41 5 . 95 6.83 18.0 
2 B-No Moisture .. .... . . . .... April 16, 1901. 6.36 6.87 7.62 19.4 
3 B-No Moisture . .. .. . ...... May 11, 1901.. 6 .14 6.48 8 . 52 19.7 
4 B-No Moisttire ........... .. Sept. 28, 1901. ............... 17.8 
C-No Moisture .. ........... ' IMay 27, 1902.. 5.81 5.97 6.67 18.5 
D-No Moisture ....... .... ... May 27, 1902 .. 1 5.24 5.62 6.42 17.3 
Average ... .. .... ... . . ·.····· 1 1 6~1-jEf-:2-i-7-:-f41~ 
The following will show approximately the amount" of mois-
ture and ventilation each incubator had: 
1- . lVloisture giv n. Ventilators % inch open at start; 
after second week wide open. 
2-A. 10isture given. Ventilators about half open all the time. 
3-A . Moisture given. Ventilators part open first week; 
then wide open. 
I-B. No moisture given. Ventilators, one closed April 9; 
<>ther one open all the time. 
2-B. No moisture given. Ventilators, according to directions. 
3-B. No moisture given. Ventilators, one closed; other half 
<>pen. 
4-B. No moisture given. Ventilators, closed all the time, 
and floor sprinkled with water. 
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C. No moisture given. Ventilators, half open. 
D. No moisture given. Ventilators, closed all the time. 
Moisture was put in flIlachine I-A on March 26th. 
Moisture was put in machine 2-A on May I Ith. 
Moisture ,,~as put in machine 3-A on May I Ith. 
Table No. 38.-Natura l Incubation.-Evaporat ion . 
rLl 
~ P e r ce nt los t in ci '"' bD w eig ht Z 
1 
~ rLl 
Q) bD 
::r: bD Q) 
» 
...; rLl 
.0 rLl 
'"' 
~ rLl » » 
Q) Q) '0 » tI3 tI3 ......, 
:§ Q) tI3 '0 '0 en ;t:; 00 bD '0 » . 
00 tI3 to to tI3 ~ Q) rLl 
'"' 
~ 
'0 <:) 
si 
......, bD Q) ......, '0 
'0 
......, 
tI3 /).() :> ~ tI3 Z ~ < 
rLl 
'"' 
00 ::r: ril ~ C\l M ~ 
248 March 25, 1901 . 184 936 5.101 1 114 .9 
198 April 11, 191 .. 124 797 6.85 7.75 9.52 22 . 3 Good 
199 April 20, 1901 . . 101 884 14.7 P oor 
G April 29, 1901 .. 36 856 5.24 16.8 F a ir 
102 April 29, 1901 . . 186 921 13.4 Poor 
239 April 30, 1901 . . 182 1044 4.66 14.8 Good 
8 April 30, 1901 . . Brh. 867 4.13 4.79 6.36 14.5 Fair 
230 May 2, 1901 .. . . 183 853 13.2 Good 
164 May 6, 1901 .. . . 181 991 4.05 4.28 4.72 12 .4 Good 
149 April 29, 1901 . . 189 867 13 .1 Good 
-- - - -Average 1 II 115 .01 
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Table No. 39.-Natural Incubation.-Evaporation. 
o e I Per cent lost in 
Z b~J) weight 
s:l 
(1) bJ) 
::q bJ) 
» (1) I 
.0 ~ t en 
't:I po en ~ >. 
.... <P »'" cd 
is bJ) I ~ 't:I 't:I ~ 
en ro co co cd .d 
o .3 bJ) ~ ~ 't:I ~ 
_ _ ~_, __ y _ ~ ~ ~ a I ~ ~ ~ 
61 Feb. 1, 1902~ 1 922 5.015.57 6.4TI6~fIFa{r 
3 Mar. 2, 1902 ... 195 998 4.335.075.6914.3 Good 
73 Mar. 5, .1902... 195 1007 4.08 4.95 5.27 13.6 Good 
73 Mar. 5, 1902 ... 124 888 5.357.027.0920.0 Good 
70 Mar. 15, 1902.. 23 872 5.65 6.32 6.79 17.6 Good 
64 Mar. 17, 1902.. 14 910 4.664.836.4815.3 Good 
71 Mar. 24, 1902 .. 124 911 6.006.747.3718.8Good 
71 Mar. 24, 1902 .. 178 914 5.195.486.3216.3 Good 
24 Mar. 24, 1902.. 131 790 4.91 5.21 6.18 15.4 Good 
57 Mar. 26, 1902.. 215 880 5 .72 5.92 7.40 17.1 Poor 
73 Mar. 26, 1902.. 10 866 4.53 4.85 4.88 13.6 Good 
99 April 2, 1902... 177 896 3.76 5.21 5.0113.3 Good 
99 April 2, 1902... 124 911 6.09 7.75 8.32 20.6 Good 
99 April 2, 1902... 190 1160 3.62 3.67 4.55 11.4 Good 
11 April 2, 1902... 48 839 4.96 4.41 5.67 14.8 Good 
70 April 10, 1902.. 124 906 7.15 7.56 ........ Good 
91 April 14, 1902.. 9 803 4.354.166.1714.1 Fair 
46 IAPril 19, 1902.. 14 904 3.25 4.43 4.72 12.1 Good 
8 April 19, 1902.. 23 921 4.015.415.8614.6 Good 
38 IAPril 17, 1902 .. 225 916 4.505.485.3514.6 Good 
71 April 22, 1902.. 213 91614.05 4.68 4.82 12.9 Poor 
58 April 22, 1902.. 124 890 4.16 \6.0417.1116.3 Good 
94 IApril 25, 1902.. 211 9o!l2 4.53 5.43 5.83 15.0 Good 
12 April 28, 1902.. 131 755 4.50 5.82 5.46 14.9 Good 
15 April 28, 1902.. 10 852 4.34 4.29 5.12 13.1 Good 
63 May 1, 1902 .... 120 874 5.313.866.1514.6 Good 
21 May 8,, 1902 .... D'rk 949 4.225.466.9715.8 Good 
100 IMay I, 1902 ... ' ID'rkl 992 3 . 483 . 554.77 11.3 Good 
100 I May~, 1902 .... D'rkI 992 113. 483.5514.77 111.3 Go?d 
100 May 8, 1902 ... ' j 124 907 5.897.4318 .91120.7 Fall' 
12 May 20, 1902 . .. 178 9401 · . . · .. . . 1 .. .. 120.1 Poor 
3 May 22, 1902 ... 124 874 6.868.4610.824.0 Fair 
4 May 23, 1902... 131 735 4.98 5.82 6.44 16.3 Fair 
4 May 23, 1902... 10 839 4.52 5.93 5.97 13.5 Fair 
41 May 23 , 1902 ... 131 760 3.554.844.8812.8 Fair 
41 May 23, 1902... 10 859 3.724.805.0913.0 Fair 
100 May 31,1902... 1 9235.5615.617.0017.1IGOOd 
101 IJune 13, 1902 .. 1 11 902 11 .... 1 .... 14.48 10.7 Good 
_Average I 1-1-1I4.71 1 5 -:-45 1 6 ~ 21 1 15~11--
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13 :-TESTS OF CARBONIC ACID GAS IN INCUBATORS 
AND UNDER HENS. 
Probably the most frequent complaint of users of incubators 
who have had poor hatches is that the "chicks die in the shell." 
On breaking the eggs that have failed to hatch, they find them to 
contain dead chicks in different stages of d~velopment, many of 
them full-grown. IV[any theories have been advanced in expla-
nation of this. Of late it has been contended by some that the 
chief cause is the ,presence in the incubator of excessive amounts 
of carbonic acid gas, due to improper ventilation. To test this 
theory the analyses of air taken from different incubators, given 
elsewhere, were made by the Station chemists. These analyses 
\\ ere numerous enough to afford a safe basis for conclusions. 
The samples were also taken frorl1 different parts of the incuba-
tors so as to get a fair average sample of. the air of the egg cham-
ber.' At the same time some analyses were made of air drawn 
from around the eggs under sitting hens. 
The results of these various analyses show upmistakably that 
the air in the incubators, so far as carbonic acid gas is concerned, 
is purer than the air under sitting hens. 
The average of all the analyses show 20.68 parts by weight 
'Of carbon dioxide (carbonic acid gas) in 10,000 parts of air drawn 
from incubators~ while the air drawn from under the hens during 
incubation shows an average of 43.63,mo~e than double the amount 
contained in the air of the incubators. 
The samples were taken from the machines during different ' 
11atches and when the machines were running with different a-
nlOl111ts of ventilation. The analyses show that increased ventilation 
in the machine lessened the amount of carbonic acid gas, as shown 
in the results of incubator B, but when increased ventilation was 
accompanied by an increase in the amount of moisture supplied 
there was more carbonic acid gas found, as shown in the results 
for incubator A. In incubator B, a 20o-egg machine, with one 
ventilator closed and one open about three-eights of as inch, the 
average was 18. 75. In another hatch with both ventilators open 
about three-eighths of an inch, the average was 15.1. When the 
same machine was run with both ventilators closed throughout 
tIre hatch, the analyses showed 31.4. 
In the case of incubator A, 200-egg machine, with ventilators 
about half open during hatch, the average was 15.9. In another 
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hatch with same machine, with ventilators a little more than 
half -open, there was found an average of 18.98. In another hatch 
with same machine, with still more ventilation, the average was 26. 
With this machine, however, the amount of moisture was increased 
as the ventilation was increased. 
With incubators C. and D., no-moisture, the results were 
with ventilator partly open 25.5, and with ventilator closed, 26.29. 
On the whole, increased ventilation decreased the amount of 
carbonic acid gas, but increased moisture seemed to increase it 
decidedly. 
But, as will ·be seen, the highest amount found in the machines, 
was some thirty per cent less than the average found under the 
hens. These results point unmistakably to the conclusion that 
when chicks die in the shell it is not because of excessive amounts 
of carbonic acid gas. 
Why this great difference in the amount of carbonic acid gas 
in the incubator and under the hen, is a problem, of course, that 
these tests do not take into account. Is it because of exeessive ven-
tilation around the eggs in the incubator as compared with that 
around the eggs under the hen? Is it lack of moisture in the ma-
chine, or is the larger amount under the hen due to the giving off 
of carbon dioxide by the hen herself through the pores of the 
skin? These analyses might also raise the question, is a large 
amount of carbonic acid gas essential to a successful hatch? In 
the case of Hen 101, one analyses showed 103 parts in 10,000. 
This was the largest amo~nt found in all the analyses, and yet 
from this hen a good hatch was obtained. 
There are, of course, impurities in the air other than carbonic 
acid gas, which might injuriously affect the ,hatch, but a low 
percentage of the latter would indicate, most probably, a low per-
centage of other impurities . . 
So far as it is possible to judge from these tables, it does not 
follow that where there is great evaporation or loss of weight in 
the egg there is C!- correspondingly large amount of carbonic aicd 
gas found or the reverse, in the case of natural incub3.tion. The 
incubator tests,· however, show that there is some connection be .. 
tween the rate of evaporation and the amount of carbonic acid 
gas found in the machine. In the incubator tests, the evaporation 
~vas increased by increasing the ventilation, and the increased 
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ventilation lessened the amount of carbonic acid gas·, except when 
accompanied by increased moisture. With the hens, the largest 
amount of carbonic acid ga~ was found in the test that showed 
the lowest per cent loss of weight or evaporation of eggs. Evi-
dently the rate of evaporation has so connection with the ventila-
tion that the hen may give to the eggs. 
Conclusions, of course, should not be hasti,ly drawn from 
these results. The object in analyzing the air was to test the theory 
that carbonic acid gas was responsible for chicks dying in the 
shell in incubators, and while the results show,I think conclusively, 
that the theory is wrong it will not be safe to go further and 
draw conclusions from them not warranted by the fact. Were 
there no other factors to be taken into consideration, the facts 
would warrant the conclusion that the chicks died for lack of a suf-
ficient supply of carbonic acid gas, because under natural incuba-
tion there were good hatches where there was more than double 
the quantity of carbonic acid gas than in the incubators where there 
were poor hatches. On the other hand, were there no question 
but evaporation to be considered, the results would warrant the 
'Conclusion that the chicks died. because of excessive evaporation. 
Either of these conclusions, of course, would not be justified, be-
cause there are other factors to be taken into consideration. The 
question, however, might fairly be asked, is it not possible that the 
ventilation is excessive in the incubators? Are the currents of 
·air passing through the machine not too strong? Under the hen 
there are no air currents striking on the eggs. The results sug-
gest such questions as worthy at least of investigation. 
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Table No. 40.-Carbonic Acid Gas.-Parts by Weight in 10,000 parts of 
a ir.-Average Results. 
Incubator B. 1 
(1) I ventilator closed and 1 open % inch ... .. ... . . . .... . . . 
(2) both ventila tor s open about % inch .. . .... . . .. .... . . . 
. (3) Both ventilators closed . . ..... . ....... . ... · . · ··· · ···· 1 
Incu bator A. 
(4) Ventilators about 112 open ... . .. . ..... ... . ... ..... . . . .. . 
(5) Ventilators mor e t h an 1h open . .. . .. . .... . . . .. . . . .. . 
(6) Ven tilators open wider than in No.5 .. ... ... ... . . . . . 
Incubator C. I 
(7) Ventilators par tly open ... . .. .. . . ... . . ....... .. . . . .. . 
Incubator D. I 
(8) Ventilators closed . . . . . .... ; ... . ..... . ... . . . . . . . . ... , 
18.75 
15 .10 
31. 4 
15 .9 
18.98 
26. 0 
25 .5 
26 . 29 
Note .-In No.4 t he moistur e pans are k ept filled after 4th day. i n 
No. 5, m oisture pans full all the tim e. In No.6, larger moisture pans. 
full all the time~ More moisture than in No. 5. 
Table No. 41.-lncubator A-Parts Carbon Dioxide in 10,000 parts of air ;_ 
by Weight. 
Left Right I Average I IE CIl T ray Tray Average .0 Ul =s 2 I:) 
I-< .S 
1901 Ul +-' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >. ~ II-< >. (J) 0 ~ ~ >. CIl Cd CIl ~ 0-~ I-< ~ I-< I +-' ~ ~ ~ CIl +-' ~ +-' 0 I-< I-< +-' 
+-' +-' I-< 
...., 
+-' +-' 
I 
(J) 
I-< 8 
-§ I-< ~ +-' ~ ~ I-< ~ '0 0 CIl CIl .~ 0 CIl +-' ~ CIl I-< (J) 0 (J) I ~ I-< (J) 0 d) 0 t... ~ I-< ~ ~ Cl:. ~ ~ p Z ~ (., ...:J 
March 20 
.. . . 17.6119 . 51 .... 20.1 18.6 20 .. 1 
. . . ' 119 . 8 19. 4117 .1 16 . 6122 . 7 
Mar ch 22 .... 20.8 15 . 5 21. 3 14.4 18.2 17.9 21.114.9 lS oT6 0 3 17.627.2 Mar ch 25 
.. . . 13 .7111.8113 .5 18.0 12.8 15.8 13 . 6114 . 9 14.315.2 10 . 6129 .8-
March 27 .... 25.117-.520.9 18.5 21. 3 19.7 23 .018 . 0 20.518. 6 15 . 4 . ... 
Average . . . . . 119. 3116.1118.6116 . 9117.7118.4119 . 6115 .91 ... . 116.8115 .11 . ... 
April 19 .. . . . . /11 . 9112.21 9 . 4110 .7111.6110 .110.711 . 410 .819.51 9 .3 13 . 6 
April 22 ... .. 15 .114 .117.8 21 .8 14 . 6 19.8 16. 5 17 .9 17.2 13 .7 16.9 15. 1 
Apr il 24 . .. .. 1 9.7 9 . 7 7 . 9 8.7 9.7 8.3 8 . 8 9 . 2 18.0 8.8 8.8 7.4 
April 26 .. . . . 15.5 14.8 15.5 13.7 15.3 14.6 15 . 5 14. 3 14 . 9 16 .112 .1 2.7 
May 1 ...... . 12.5 17.7 . .. . 17 . 0 15 .117.0 12. 5 17. 3 16.1 23 .2 17 .112.5 
May 3 .. . .. .. 17.2 22 . 0 21. 2 15. 6 19. 6 18.4 19 . 2 18.8 19.0 20.5 14.6113 .0 
May 3 . .... .. 17 . 2 22.0 21. 2 15 . 6 19.6 18 .4 19 .2 18.8 19.0 20.5 14 . 6 13. 0 
May 6 . ...... 115 . 615.0 13.917.0 15. 3 15.5114.8 ~~ 15 . 413.210 . 0 10.9 
Average .... 113 .9115 .1114.3114.6114.8114 .8114. 0115. 01 . . . . 1 15 . 0 I f2~ 
May 17 .. . .. . 10 . 3 10 . 7 10.6 8.6 10.5 9.6 10.5 \ 9.7110.1 \ 9.01 8 . 5111. 5 
May 20 27 . 4 20 . 7 24.1 . .. . .... 1 . . . . 23 .9111.01 9.5 
May 22 20 . 0 25 . 8 24.9 17.5 22 . 9 21. 2 22.5 21. 7 22 .1 .. .. 16. 5 19.6 
May 24 ...... 6 . 7 19.2 44.1 21.1 12 . 9 32 . 6 25 . 4 20.2 22. 8 11.5 10 . 3 12 . 2 
May 27 •••• 0. 27 .1 22.7 19.9 14 . 0 24.9 16.9 23 .5 18.4 20-. 9 16 . 0 12 . 7 19.3 
May 29 ... . .. 29.3 26.2 15.8 14.8 27 . 8 14 . 9 22.6 20.5 21.3 . .. . 17.9 18. 2 
May 31 • ••• 0 . 26 . 2 11.3 18.4 9.8 18 . 8 14.1 22.3 1 10.~ 16.7 ~~ 28.0 18.5. 
Average .. . . 121. 0119.5122 . 3114.3120.3118 . 2121.1116.91 ... . 115 . 3114 . 11 .. . . 
June 25 . . .... 125 . 9136.9116 . 6124.71 . ... 1 . ... 1 .. . · 1· .. ·1 · . .. 124 . 01'23 . 6121. 3-
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Table No. 42.-1 ncubator 8-.Parts Carbon Dioxide in 10,000 Parts of 
Air by Weight. 
- ' 
AV£rage I 
>. 
Left Right Ii! I-< 
Tray Tray Average ... +-> 0 I-< 1il Q) 
'0 I ,0 s:l 
1901 ;::! ;::! 0 
"""' 
(fl .S ..s:l 
..... ..... +-> 
'@ ..... C;; ..... >. '@ ..... >. ~ 0 C;; C;; >. Ii! '@ Ii! 0 '0 
..s:l 
..s:l ... ..s:l ... 
..s:l ..s:l Ii! ....., ..s:l ....., S ... ~ +-> ....., +-> ....., +-> 0 0 8 s:l ... s:l . ... +-> ..s:l s:l ... ..s:l ....., 0 Ii! 0 Ii! 
.!:9 0 Ii! ....., +-> 0. 0 ... Q) ... Q) '+-I ... Q) 0 0 0 0 Q) 
:.... IP:: _t.. P:: ..J P:: r.c P:: o:l o:l E-c P:: 
March 20 .... 14 .7115 . 5 19 . 8 17.0 10.1 13.4 17.3 16.3 11.8117 . 1 16.3 27.0 
March 22 12.6 8.5 15.6 17.5 10.6 16.6 14.1 13.0 13.612.5 11.1 27.2 
March 25 13.813.9 18.8 17.1 13.9 17.9 16.3 15.5 15.914.5 17.4 29.S 
March 27 .... 16.1 12.9 18.0 15.0 14.5 16.5 17.1 13.9 15.5 15.2 12.9 
March 29 .... 15.2 11.5 14.5 16.8 13.4 15.7 14.9 14.2 14.5 16.4 17.7 9.3 
April 1 ...... 15.2 9.6 16.7 13.4 12.4 15.1 15.9 11.5 13.7 12 . 7 12.4 7.3 
April 3 . .... . 9.3 6 . 7 15.4 9 . 3 .... .. . . . .. . ... . . . . . 11.1 7.3 9.0 
April 5 .. ... . .. . . 25.0 23.5 23.8 25.0 23.7 . ... . .. . 24 .4 15.5 21. 8115 . 2 
April 8 18 . 2 23 . 4 17.4 18 . 2 20.9 19.6 19.4 18.514.3 
Average ..... 114.6111 . 8118.8117 . 3114 . 8117 . 5115.9114 .1116.2115.4116.01 
April 19 ... .. io.7 2'5.1 1-:- . ·'1 9. 6 17.9 9.6 . ..... .. 13.8 14.51 6.4 13.6 
April 22 .... . 12 . 217.613 . 516.1 14 . 9 14.8 12.916.914.8 15.1113 . 7 15.1 
April 24 ... . . 7.1 .... 7 .SI 8.1 7 . 1 7.9 . ... .... 7 . 5 9.8 8.0 7.4 
April 26 . . .. . 13 . 310.912 .113.7 12 . 1 12 .9 12.7 12.3 12.5 11.7110.3 2.7 
May 1 ....... 17 . 3 20.8 25.118.1 19.1 21.6 21. 2 19.5 20.3 15.4115 . 3 12.5 May 3 ....... 23.718 .7/22 . 9119 . 5 11 . 2 21. 2 23.3 19.116.2 16.816.5 13.0 
May 6 .. .... . 22 . 4 21. 8 12.3 25 . 8 22 .1 19.1 17.423.8120 . 6 19.420.0 10.9 
Average ... . . 116.6119 . 2115.6116.9114.9115.3117.5118 . 31 .... 114.8112.91. " . 
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Table No. 43.-lncub'ato r B-Parts Ca rbon Dioxi de in 10,000 parts of a ir; 
by Wei g ht. 
:>. 
Left Right 
~ 
I-< 
$-. 
..., 
Tray Tray Average Average 0 I-< 
...., Q> ~ 
'C 
.0 ~ ;::j ;::j (;) 
1901 
.S ,Q 
<0-< ..... :>. 'I-< ..... U2 
..., 
C;; 'I-< C;; ..... :>. ~ C;; C;; :>. .... 0 C;; C;; ~ I-< ~ 0 '0 
,Q 
,Q ,Q ,Q I-< E-; ,Q ,Q I-< 
E-; 
..., S 'I-< ...., 
...., ..., 0 S 
"a ~ I-< 0 ~ I-< I-< ...., ..:::l ,Q ...., 0 ~ 0 m c,..; bIJ 0 ~ ...., ...., ~ 0 I-< Q> I-< Q> Q> I-< Q> 0 0 0 0 
:;.. ~ ::r.. ~ ...J pa ~ ~ I!I I!I E-; ~ 
May 17 ....... 12.8 9 .9 7 .8 7.7 11.4 7.8 10.3 8.8 9.61 8.01 8.7111 . 5 
May 20 17.7 5.6 14.0 7 .1 . ... 4.715.2 9. 5 
May 22 25.8 14.6 17.3 10.5 20.2 13.9 21.6 12.6 17.114.2116.1 19. 6 
May 24 24.1 16.5 9.9 10.9 20.3 10.4 17.0 13.7 15 .410.311.512.2 
May 27 22.3 14.9 25.8 7.9 18.6 16.9 24.1 11.4 17.717 .316.919.3 
May 29 24 .7 19 . 5 24.8 19.1 22.1 21.9 24 .8 19.3 22 .110.7 ,15.118 . 2 
May 31 .... .. 29 .1 29.9 30.0 33.5 29.5 31. 8 2,9~~ 31.7 30.6 19.1123.2 18.5 
Average .. . .123.7117.5119.3114.9120.4117.1121. 2116.31 . . .. 113.3114.41 .. .. 
Oct. 4 .... ... . 17.5 18.2 .. .. 18 .9 17.9 18.9 . ... . .. . 18.4 18.9 18 . 2116 .9 
Oct. 11 ...... 24.1 25 . 5 32.8 30.8 24.8 31.8 28.5 28.2 28 .3 21.4 23.4121.6 Oct. 14 .. .. . . 35 . 4 33.4 43 .4 44.7 34.4 44.1 39.4 39.1 39.2 23 . 2 32.713 .7 
Oct. 17 ...... 35.2 40.6 37.9 44.7 37 .9 41.3 36.6 42.7 39.6 31.9 29 .8 5.6 
Average .. . .128.1129.4138.0140.1128.8134 .2126.1127.51 . ... 123.8126. 01 . ... 
Tab le No. 44.-Pa rt s Carbon Dioxi de in 10,000 Pa rts Ai r. 
, In room on 
Tnc\thator C. Incubalor D entering' 
-
- w-- ...., -Q>--~ w ;a S ,Q S ,Q S bJ) bJ) bJ) 
Date 
;::j 
'0) ;::j '0) ;::j '0) 
Q> '0 ~ '0 ~ '0 ~ " 
.0 :>- :>- :>-
;::j :>. :>. :>. :>. :>. >. 
E-; I!I I!I I!I I!I I!I I!I 
May 30, 1902 ..... . ..... . L .6251 9.745 .7144 11 .14 .. . ... . .. . . . 
R .6697 10.444 .6697 10.44 . ..... .. . ... 
J une 2, 1902 . ..... . . . .. . L 1 . 588 24.76 1.262 19.67 .. .. . . .. .. . . 
R 1.501 23.40 .9789 15.26 1.109 17.g 
J une 6, 1902 ............ L 1 .104 17 .22 1 .217 18.97 .8564 13 .35 
R 1.082 16.86 1.262 19 . 68 .. . . . . . .. . .. 
June 9, 1902 ............. L 2.350 36.63 2.551 39.77 2. 059 32 . 09 
R 2.103 32 .79 2.417 37.67 .. ... .. ...... 
June 13, 1902 . .. ...... .. . L 2.040 31.81 2. 504 39.04 1.669 26.02 
R 1.947 30.36 2 .318 36.15 ... ... . . . ... . 
June 16, 1902 .. . . .. . ..... L 2.070 32.27 2.115 32.97 1.485 23.15 
R 1 .845 28.76 2.227 34.73 ..... . . . .... . . 
Average .......... . ... . . 1 125 . 5 I I 26. 291 
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Table No. 45.-Carbon Dioxide, Parts in 10,000 by Weight, Under Hens. 
1902 / Hen 12 Hen 3 / Hen 36 / 
29.61 24.79 8.95 I 
30.25 84.44 56.72 
May 23 . . . .............. ... . 
May 26 ....... ... . ...... . .. . . 
May 30 . .... ........ .. ...... . 29.93 27.84 41. 77 
June 2 . . ........ .. .. ... .... . 24.42 46.12 37.98 
June G .• ••. •••..• • . • •• .••• • . 34.78 70.97 37.59 
June 9 ..... .. . . ... ... . . .. . . . 43.26 88.61 60.00 
Average 32.04 57 .13 40.50 
1902 / Hen 100 / Hen 101 / 
June 16 . . ...... .... .. .. . ... . . / 31.22 / 
June 20 ......... . ....... ... .. 57.70 
June 23 .... . .. ... ....... . ... / . .... . .. . 
June 27 . .... .. . ... . . . . . . . ... 1 ........ . 
June 30 . . . .... . ....... . .... . . , ... . .. .. . 
Average .. . ..... . ~ . .. ..... ... 44 . 46 
1901 / Hen 1 
:~~~~ ~~ :: ::::::: ::::::::::: I ~~ : ~ 
March 28 . . .................. 1 22.5 
April 1 .. .. . . .. . .......... .. . / 21 . 4 
April 3 ........ . ............ 1 17.8 
April 5 ... . .. . ... . . .. ... .. . .. 25.7 
April 8 ... . . . . .. .. . . . . .. ... . . 22 . 5 
Average .. .... . . . . .......... / 23 . 5 
1901 Hen 2 
May 17 · ..................... . 1 47.3 
May 20 . .. . ....... . ..... ... .. 46.3 
May 24 . . . .. . .... . .. . .. .. . ... 41.1 
Average ............. . . ... .. / 44 .9 
83.83 
87.25 
103.60 
91. 78 . 
85.86 ' 
90 .26 
House 
29.61 
13.86 
9.05 
14.92 
13.35 
16.75 
16 .26 
Good hatches from Nos. 100, 101 and 2; fair hatches from No.3; 
poor hatches from Nos. 12, 36 and 1. 
f4 :-ACTION OF CARBONIC ACID GAS ON EGG 
SHELLS. 
The tests reported in the foregoing pages did not show that 
-carbonic acid gas was present in incubators in injurious quantities. 
On the contrary, if we are to judge from the amount found under 
sitting hens., it would appear that the amount was injuriously 
"$mall. The question was then presented: is it possible that 
'carbonic acid gas (impure air) assists the chick in hatching, or 
is a greater amount than was found in the incubators necessary 
to a successful hatch? 
During the winter of 1904 a test was made by the Chemical 
<iepartment, under the supervision of Dr. Widtsoe, to determine 
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what eff ct carbonic acid O'a , in other words carbon dioxide VI ith 
var ing amounts of water, had on the eo'O' shell. 
The eo-gs or ego- h lIs were put in bottles and placed in an 
incubator. The botde were all o'iven the ame amount or supply 
of carbonic acid ga , but different amount of moisture wer 
used. The contents of the eggs v.'ere first blown out. ome 
of the eggs were filled with water, the hole being afterwar,l ' 
sealed with ealing wax to prevent the water escaping. 
Mr. Robert tewart, assi tant chemist, reporte~ on the test as 
follows: 
Set I.-Bottle No. I. Shell empty, open; no water in bottle. 
Bottle No.2. Water in egg; shell seakd; no water 
in bottle. 
Bottle NO. 3. vVater in egg; shell sealed; <':U . p"Il ,ied 
above water; water in bottle. 
Bottle NO. 4. Water in egg; shell sealed; water in 
bottle; egg in water. 
Set 2.-Bottle No. I. Empty, open shell in empty bottl~ . 
Bottle NO.2. Water in shell; sealed. 
One open empty shell in incubator by the side ()£ 
the bottles. 
The bottles were placed in incubator on February 
5th, and kept at ordinary incubator temperature until 
Feb . . 26th, when they were taken out. 
Eggs were hatched in the other half of the incu-
bator at the same time. 
A teady current of carbon dioxide was passed 
through the two series of bottles during the whole 
period, and was made to bubble through the water 
in the bottles that contained water. 
Examination of egg shells on Feb. 26, 1904. 
Set I.-Bottle I . A small quantity of water in bottle; stale 
warm smelJ. a signs of disintegration on outside. 
Hard to touch with penknife. 
Bottle ~ o. 2. ' 711 ater in bottle, evidently escaped from egg. 
Much water in eo-g also. A lono- crack in egg from 
one of the sealed hales. On side lying near water, 
large incrustation of white material (outside of egg). 
Quite hard to knife on outside; not so hard as 
form I-I. 
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Bottle 0. , 3. "Vater now out of shell; shell quite soft; 
material may be shaved off by penknife. 
Bottle NO.4. Heavy precipitation in water in bottle; shell 
so thin that it crushed at once between fingers; lining 
seems intact, but shell practically gone. (See pho-
t<;>graph Fig. I, 
Set 2.-Bottle I. A few drops of water in bottle. Shell 
apparently unchanged. 
Bottle NO.2. The whole under part of shell which was in 
contact with water decomposed and dissolved. Heavy 
precipitation in water. (See photograph showing 
half shell.) 
Incubator Eggs :-No noticeable change. 
From M r. Stewart's report it is seen that striking resu}ts 
were obtained. The egg shells that were subjected to carbonic 
acid gas without water or moisture, showed no aparent decompo-
sition. The eggs that were in bottles containing water were 
badly decomposed. The same result seemed to be secured by 
filling the eo-g with water and sealing it, though ' no water was in 
the botle. Where no water was in the bottle or in the egg there 
was no apparent weakening or rotting of the shell. 
The photographs show tWlO egg as they appeared at the 
end of the test. Fig. I shows an egg taken from Bottle NO.4, 
set one. This egg was filled with water, then sealed and submerged 
in water in the bottle. Fio-. 2 shows the egg from set 2, Bottle 
NO.2 at the end of the test. This egg ~ as filled with water, but 
there was no water in the bottle. 
When the eggs without water were placed in a bottle without 
water the shells were apparently as hard and tough as ever. 
The conclusion i ·that carbonic acid gas with water in con-
tact with the shell either on the outside or inside of the shell, will 
weaken or decompose the shell during the hatching period of twen-
ty-one days. Carbonic acid gas alone will not accomplish this 
result. It was only when aided by moisture or water that any 
effect was noticeable on the shell. 
It was observed that decomposition apparently did not extend 
to the inside lining or membrane of the eo-g. The photograph, 
Fig. 2 shows the linino- intact with pieces of the shell adhering. 
When the other egg was photographed the membrane was lying 
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intact at the bottom of the shell, but out of view of the camera. 
Whether this membrane had been weakened at all we were unable 
to determine, but so far as could be observed by handling it or 
breaking it with the fingers it was as strong as were pieces of 
membrane taken from eggs from which chicks had been hatched. 
SUMMARY OF INCUBATOR TESTS. 
To summarize briefly the different incubator tests, first, the 
object of the experiments was to discover the cause of so many 
chicks dying in the shell, or of so many full-grown chicks failing 
to hatch. 
It had been suggested that the cause was insufficient veritila-
tion in the incubator to carry off the carbonic acid gas which is 
given off by the chicks as they grow in the shell. It was held 
that the accumulation of impure air in the machine so weakened 
the chick that it was unable to break through the shell. 
Experiments were planned to test the accuracy of this 
theory. 
The first test was to determine whether the ventilation was 
less in the incubator than under the sitting hen. This was done 
by carefully weighing a great many eggs from different incubators, 
with ventilators open, partly open, and closed, as well as a great 
number of eggs from sitting hens. The result of these weighings 
showed that the eggs in the incubators lost weight more rapidly 
than the eggs from sitting hens, indicating that the ventilation was 
greater in the machines than under the hens. 
A chemical test was made of air drawn from the incubators, 
as well as from under hens, and a much greater amount of car-
bonic acid gas was found under sitting hens than in the incu-
bators. 
From these tests it appeared that the theory that the chicks 
died in the shells because of ins'ufficient ventilation or carbonci acid 
gas was not well founded; rather, the results indicated that the 
'cause was too much ventilatio~ and too little carbonic acid gas. 
The third test was to show the action of carbonic acid gas 
on egg shells. This showed that carbonic acid gas with water 
weakened or entirely dissolved the egg shells. Carbonic' acid 
gas without water apparently had no such influence. While the 
shell was dissolved by carbonic gas and water the thin membrane 
inside the shell was not affected. This test shows that moisture 
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or water must be applied before the shell will decompose. It may 
be that the egg contains enough moisture in itself to accomplish 
the decomposition. It is intended to continue these tests further 
to determine what amount of ventilation, if any, and of applied 
moisture, if any, are necessary for successful incubation. 
15 :-GROWING DUCKLINGS. 
The raising of ducks for market is not very general in this 
state, though the demand at certain seasons of the year seems to 
justify a considerable increase in the business. 
With a view to securing some data as to the cost of produc-
tion, on July 19, 1902, five P ekin ducks, just hatched, were placed 
in a pen 20 by 5 feet, with outside yard 20 by 25 feet. They 
were hatched under a hen, and, the weather being warm, were 
taken from the hen and put in the pen and given no artificial heat, 
but they had a small box to sleep in at nights. They were weighed 
separately once a week and the food was weighed as fed. The 
food was ground grain mixed into a mash w1th skim-milk. Fresh 
cut bones were also fed three times a week. and a little green 
cut lucern s,everal times a \veek, but the latter was not weighed. 
The grain fed was bran and shorts, wheat, corn, rolled oats and 
linsee? meal. The proportions of these grains was changed sev-
eral times during the test, the carbonaceous or fat-producing foods 
being gradu,ally increased towards the end of the experiment. 
The following table shows the parts by weight of the dif-
ferent grains fed during the given periods: 
TAB L E NO. 46. 
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During the nine weeks the amount of the different grains 
eaten was as follows: 
Bran and shorts ........... 42.79 pounds 
Wheat .................... 15.36 pounds 
Corn ..................... 21.93 pounds 
Linseed meal .............. 2.23 pounds 
Rolled oats .. .. ........... .15 pounds 
Total .... ...... ......... 82.46 pounds 
Five feeds a day were given during the first two weeks; 
four times during the following five weeks, and three times a 
day th~ balance of the time. In addition to these feeds the bones 
'Or meat scraps were fed three times a week and a little lucern 
several times a week. Gravel and ,oyster shells were kept in 
the pen all the time, as well as fresh water for drinking. 
No water or pool was provided for swimming, except for 
two or three days during the week August r6th to 23rd, when they 
had access to a box of cold water which was sunk in the ground. 
The water was cold and seemed to check the growth somewhat, 
and was discontinued. The results show that ducklings can be 
uccessfully raised without water to swim in. 
Table No. 47 gives the weight of each duckling for each 
week of the test; the total weight of the five, the gain in weig-ht 
per week, and the per cent gain per week. 
, On July 26th, the end of the first week, they weighed three 
tenths of a pound each. During the next week they more than 
doubled in weight. The per cent gain was greatest during the · 
"first periods, and gradually decreased as the period of maturity 
was reached. At the end of the nine weeks they weighed 28.8 
pounds, two of them weighing 6 pounds each and the smallest 
5-4 pounds. 
The stock from which these ducklings came were medium in 
size. Larger stock would doubtless produce ducklings that would 
attain a greater weight during the same period with the same 
'Care. During the first few weeks, however, the gains were very 
satisfactory. It is not claimed that the .ration fed was the best 
or that some other ration would not give better results. 
Table No. 48 gives the amount of food eaten in pounds during 
each week; the weight of the ducklings; the food eaten for each 
pound of gain, and the food cost for each pound of gain. 
The first column gives the amount of grair eaten, the second 
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the amount of skim milk eaten, (in mixing the grain the weight 
of skim milk used equaled the weight of grain), the third the 
amount of bones or meat scraps. The fou~th column gives the 
total weight of the ducklings; the next three columns the amount 
of grain, skim milk and bones eaten for each pound of gain, and 
the last column gives the food cost for each pound of gain. 
It is seen that there was a total of 82.41 pounds of grain eaten 
during the nine weeks, the same amount , of skim milk, and 4.24 
pounds of bones. 
During the nine weeks it required 3.02 pounds grain and a 
like amount of skim milk, together with .16 pound bones, to pro-
duce one pound of growth or gain. During the week August 3rd 
t6 9th inclusive, a pound of gain was made on only 1.7 pounds 
of grain, with an equal amount of skim milk an,d .23 pound of 
bones. It is seen that the amount of food required for a pound of 
gain increased each week till the end of the test. The food was 
more economica.lly used during the first periods. It required three 
times more food during the last week to make a pound of gain 
or growth than during each of the first two weeks. During the 
first week it required 2-44 cents worth of food to make a poun'd of 
gain. The cost increased each week until the last week it was 6.52 
cents. The average cost for a pound of gain for the whole period 
of nine weeks was 3.93 cents. 
The cost of the foods was as follows: Bran and shorts, 
~ cents a pound; wheat I cent; corn 134 cents; linseed meal 3 
cents; rolled oats 3 cents. At these prices the grain eaten cost 
82 cents. At 20 cents a hundred pounds, the skim mi.lk cost 16.5 
cents,and the bones at 2 cents a pound cost 8.5 cents, making a 
total of $1.07 'worth of food for 28.8 pounds of ducklings. 
Such ducklings should sell i,n the Salt Lake market at 15 
cents a pound live weight, except during the season when wild 
game is plentiful. That would make the five ducklings worth 
$4.32, an average of 86 cents a piece, or a profit of about 65 cents 
on the food consumed, for each duckling. 
It is the practice of the large producers to market the ducks 
at the age of about 10 weeks. The market demands young ducks. 
At this age they bring the best profit to the producer. If kept 
longer they begin t.o grow new feathers, and the food they eat 
is largely used in the making of feathers. Further growth IS 
checked and to feed them beyond this period is unprofitable. 
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T wo of the ducks in this test wet:e fed five weeks more, or-
until October 25th. At that date they weighed 12.2 pounds, a 
gain of only .8 pound during that time. During the f.ve weeks 
they ate a total of 46 pounds of food, made up of 22.S pounds 
grain and the same amount of skim ~ilk and one pound bones. 
In other words, 22.5 pounds grain with the same amount of skim 
milk and one pound cut bones, made only six-tenths of a pound of 
gain. This is at the rate of 37.5 pounds of grain for one pound of 
gain, against 3.02 pounds grain for one pound gain in the first 
, nine weeks. 
Table 47.-Weight of Five Ducklings in Pounds. 
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16:-FATTENING TURKEYS. 
Turkeys always command a high price in our markets, and the 
supply is never equal to the demand for turkeys of good quality. 
Many of those offered for sale are very inferior in quality. 
Compared with a turkey of good quality a large proportion of those 
found on the market at Christmas make about as poor a showing 
as the dressed carcass of a lean steer from the ·range compared 
with that of the stall-fed animal. In both cases there is too 
large a proportion ' of bone to meat and the meat has been 
hardened by the excessive amount of exercise that they have been 
required to take in order to procure the necessary food. 
To determine whether by feeding turkeys a few weeks in con-
finement the quality of meat could be improved and at the same 
time a profit made on the feeding, a test was made with six 
young turkeys in November and December, 1901. They were 
Bronze turkeys, of rather small size, and were raised on a Cache 
valley farm. They were about mature when purchased 011 No-
vember 23rd. They weighed on that date 650 pounds and 13 
cents a pound was paid for them, amounting to $~50 all told. 
On the following day they weighed 64. I pounds, and on the 25th 
they weighed 67.4 pounds. The average of the two weighings is 
taken as the beginning weight. 
The turkeys were put in a pen lOXIa feet in size in our main 
poultry house. This pen has an open front with a curtain donl- of 
factory cotton . The roosting pen was boarded up on three sides. 
T his also was provided with a curtain door to drop down on cold 
nights, but this door was never closed. They were kept in this 
pen during the four weeks of the trial, never being allowed out-
side. They had good heJ.lth throughout the test, except ~hat two 
of them-Nos. 929 and 930 -had diarrhoea part of the time. This 
accounts fo r the relatively sma.ll gains these two turkeys made. 
T hey were fed as follows: W hole wheat in the morning, 
scattered on the floor which had a little straw on it; corn at noon, 
and in the evening a feed of mash. They had skimmed milk before 
them all the time to drink. No other animal food was given. 
For green food they had sugar beets and lucern leaves a.ll they 
would eat, and had also grit or gravel. At the beginning of the test 
they were dusted with powder for lice. From Nov. 25 to Dec. 
2 they were fed a mash made of 2 parts bran and shorts and 31.4 
part ground wheat, mixed with water. On account of the diar-
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rhoea the mash was discontinued until December loth, when it 
was resumed, and to the end of the test was ma,de up as follows: 
Bran and shorts 2 parts, wheat ;4, oats ;4. During the first three 
weeks of the test twice as much whale wheat was fed as corn. 
During the last week they were fed about equal amounts of each. 
They were fed also a little beef fat during the first two weeks. 
Table No. 49'gives in weekly periods the amount of each kind 
of food eaten, the total weight of food during the four weeks 
and the cost of the same. During the last week there were only 
five turkeys in the experiment, one having been sold. This ac-
counts for the smaller consumption of food during that week. 
The total food cost about $1.01, or about 17 cents per fowl. 
In three weeks the six birds had gained 13.3 pounds. This 
added to the gains made by the remaining five turkeys during the 
fourth week made a total gain of 16-4 pounds, and of this 13.2 
pounds was made by four turkeys. The cost of each pound of gain 
was 6.2 cents. The turkeys were sold dressed at 170 cents a 
pound, rea.lizing $13.05 for the lot, or $4.55 more than was paid for 
them. Deducting the cost of food there is left a profit of $3.54 on 
an original investment of $8.50. 
The turkeys weighed when sold 82 pounds. and after dressing 
they weighed 76.2 pounds, a loss of about 7 per cent. The 
dressing consisted of bleeding them and plucking the feathers. 
As to the quality of meat, those who ate it reported that they 
never ate better turkeys. There was no question about the quality 
of meat being greatly improved. The two smaller turkeys were 
not in as good condition as the others but the meat was excellent. 
This experiment shows that young turkeys , may be .taken 
from the farm and fed in small pens at a profit; second, that 
the quality of the meat is greatly improved by such feeding. 
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Table No. 49. 
1903 I Mash I Wheatl Com I Fat I 
Nov. 25-Dec. 1 .. . . . .... . .......... \ ~~:. II 10 \ 5.5 \ .5 , 
Dec. 2-Dec 8·· ·· · · ················1 2.2 1 16 I 7 1.6 
Dec. 9-Dec. 15··· · ··········· · ····1 9.6 I 13.5 7 I'" 1 
Total . . .. . ....................... 1 26.8 47 27.5 1 1.1 
Dec. I6-Dec. 22············ · ·······1 6.5 I 7.5, ~ ... I 
Costs-Cents ... . .... . ............. 1 14 I 59 27 1 1 1$1.01 
Table No. 5Q.-Weight of Turkeys. 
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..... \ 10 .1 \ 11 . \ 10.5\ 11.5\ 12.6 13.6\ 1;.3\ 3.81' 2.25 926 ..... 12.0 12.6 12.3 14 . 1 14.7 15.2 2.9 2.35 
927 .. ... 10 . 7 11.3 11.0 12.4 13.2 13.6 14.5 3.5 2.25 
928 ..... 11.0 11.3 11.1 12.2 12.4 13.2 14.1 3.01 2.35 
930 . .. . . 10.7 11.0 10.8 11.6 11.8 12.1 12.4 i::i i 3.85 929 ..... 9.6 10.2 9.9 10 . 2 10.7 11.2 11.5 
Total···1 64.11 67.41 65.61 72.01 75.41 78.91 66.81 16.41$13.05 
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Plate 1. 
White Wyandotte .-H n 190 laid 207 eggs in I year : Hen 
188 laid 104 eggs in I year; Hen 189 laid 190 egg In T year; Hen 
191 laid 159 egO"s in I yef,lr. 
Plate 2. 
White Wyandotte .-Hen 193 laid 203 eggs in 1 year; Hen 
194 laid 169 eggs in 1 .year ; Hen 195 laid 190 eggs in I year; Hen 
101 laid 216 eggs in 1 year. . 
Cross bred pullets,-See breeding, page 120. Hen No. 30 laid 208 eggs in 1 year; Hen No. 23 laid 177 
eggs in 1 year; Hen No. 48 laid 201 eggs in 1 year; Hen No. 
14 laid 220 eggs in 1 year. 
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Plate 4. 
Hen 101 hid 216 ego' in I y 1r: H n 102 laid 93 eggs in I 
year; Hen 103 bi rl 87 eO' in T \'e3.r. 
Wyandotte Hen 237.-Laid 226 eggs In 
I Y ar.-DaL1O'hter of H n 195. 
Plate 5. 
White P lymouth Rocks.-Hen No. 179 laid 97 eggs in I 
yer; Hen No. 178 laid 193 eggs in 1 year ; Hen No. 47 laid 209 
eggs in 1 year ; Hen o. 182 laid 201 eggs in 1 year; Hen No. 
177 laid 174 e gs in I year. 
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Plate 6. 
Barred P.lymouth Rocks.-Hen No. II8 laid 145 eggs in I 
year; Hen No. 124 laid 212 eggs in I year; Hen No. 120 laid 144 
eggs in I year; Hen No. II5 laid 145 eggs in I year. 
Plate 7. 
Ro e Comb Brown Leghorns.-Hen To. 131 laid 241 eggs in 
I year, and 677 eggs in 4 years; Hen No. 129 laid 200 eggs in 4 
years; Hen No. 26 laid 385 eggs in 2 years; Hen No. 5 laid 398-
eggs in 2 years. 
Plate 8. 
Rose Comb Brown Leghorns.-Hen To . 74 laid 117 eggs in 
1year; H n J. o. 72 laid 202 gg in I year; Hen o. 71 laid 202 
egg in I year ; Hen o. 70 laid 56 egg in I ) ear; Hen No. 152 
laid 207 egg ill I yea r . 
Plate 9. 
White L e!:thorn .- n Q. 9 laid 169 egg in 1 year; Hen 
No. 10 laid 199 ego-s in I year ; Hen No. 87 laid 203 eggs in I 
year; H n No. 84 hid 9 egg in 1 year; Hen 0.83 laid 161 eggs 
in 1 year. 
Plate 10. 
White Legborns.-H;en I 0 .361 bid 242 eggs in I year; Hen 
No. 10. laid 199 eo-g in . l ~ year; Hen - o. 170. laid 20.1. eggs in I 
year. 
Plate 11 . 
Egg l1i d b:- the hen who ~e nL1l11b ~ r are on eo-g 
eho\\ ing vari1tion in Inpe and ize. 
Plate 12. 
Trap nest used at Experiment Station. 
Fig. 1. Fig. 2 . 
. Showinrr effect- of carbonic acid gas on egg shells. (See page r89.) 
Poultry house, Utah Experiment Station, erected in 1903. 
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Interior of new poultry house .-Showing trap nests open under roost platform . 
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Plate 16. 
rnt ri or of poultry hou e howin <Y 4 foot passageway. 
Showing yards of Pens I, 2, 3, 4 (1900-1 )-Grass all eaten 
off, except in pen 4 heavily fed on mash. 
Plat. 17. 
A good chicken coop with "scratching" shed attached. 
A serviceable chicken coop at Experiment Station, with 
covoced run attached. 
